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A method is developed for the determination of the shakedown
load factor for elastic, perfectly plastic plane frames subjected to
cyclic loading or random loads varying between fixed limits. The
essential feature of the method is the employment of an automatic force
method of elastic analysis which provides self-stress systems for the
frame. This in turn permits the r-eady formulation of the compatibility
requirements which are imposed on plastic hinge rotations.· As·a result,
the analysis proceeds with data input which is comparable to straight-
forward kinematic analysis. A preliminary study of the generalisation
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superscript, the transpose of a vector or matrix
determinant of a matr-tx, or the modulus of a scalar
(above a symbol) derivative with respect to time
Lower Case Symbols
k number of plastic deformation positions
kj number of joints (or nodes)
kll. number of loading parameters
km number of members (or elements)
lI. length




















X,Y Cartesian Coordinate Directions
Greek
y angle of inclination











[Xj . row-echelon form of [A]
[A' j dependent columns of [X]
[B) deformation matrix
[Fe] element flexibility matrix
[Fj global f:l;exibility matrix
[1] identity matrix
fR.} individual· compatibility requirements



























e~ement internM :force vector
internM :force vector
reordered :force vector
internM :forces (not redundant)
internM forces (redundant)
se~f-stress systems
self equilibrating moment systems
e~ement stiffness matrix
globM stiffness matrix






























X,Y Cartesian Coordinate Directions
Greek
y angle of inclination











[A] - row-echelon form of [A]
[A'] dependent columns of [A]
[B] deformation matrix
[F] element flexibility matrixe
[F) global :flexibility matrix
[1] identity matrix
{t} individual- compatibility requirements.






















element internal force vector
internal force vector
reordered force vector
internal forces (not redundant)
internal forces (redundant)
self-stress systems
self equilibrating moment systems
element stiffness matrix
global stiffness matrix
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Design procedures for steel structures are increasingly taking
cognisance of the details of the response of the structure beyond the
elastic range. For structures composed of a material which can be
idealised as elastic, perfectly plastic, particular significance is
given to the magnitude of static loads which lead to unconstrained plastic
flow in the structure, and to loading cycles which lead to failure as
the result of alternating plastic deformation at anyone point in the
structure or unbounded deformations resulting fro~ plastic flow occurring
during each cycle of loading. The determination of' the largest static
load multipliers for which flow'Oi.ll not occur is ref'erred to as the
li~it analysis pr-obl.em, while the determination of the largest multi-
plier applied to any set of' cyclic loads f'or which the steady state
response of' the structure is elastic is referred to as the shakedown
analysis prob.l.em,
Analytical metihod.s for the direct determination of' the limit load
~ultiplier and the shakedown load multiplier are well estaplished (see,
for example, Baker, Horne and Heyman [2], Hodge [5], Martin [9], Massonnet
and Save [io] and Neal [11]). Limit analysis, it should be noted, can
be considered as the special case of shakedown analysis when the load
cycle degenerates to a single load state.
Less success has been achieved, however, in the formulation of
ef'ficient n~erical method of analysis f'or both the limit and shakedown
analysis of complex pr-ob.Lems, Both pr-ob.Lems can be reduced to programming
probl~ in which an objective function must be minimised (or =imised)
subject to sets of equality or ineqUality constraints. Numerical
dif'f'iculties arise most commonly fro~ the number of constraints, leading











This thesis will be concerned with kinematic methods or
analysis. Consideration is given rirst to the shakedown analysis
or plane rrames, where the starting point is the work or Cohn, Ghosh
and Parimi [4]. The shakedown problem in plane fiames is a linear
programming problem; the objective fUnction is f'ormu.Latied in terms or
the potential plastic hinge rotations which might occur in the fiame,
and the constraints involve compatibility requirements imposed on the
plastic hinge rotations. The rormulation or the constraints has caused
some dirriculty; Cohn et al speciry independent basic mechanisms
or rlow ror the structure, a procedure which is time consuming insorar
as data preparation is concerned, and which excludes railure due to
alternating plasticity. While the latter point is not a serious omission,
in the sense that the alternating plasticity shakedown load ractor can
be readily determined hom an elastic analysis, it is clearly pr-ef'er-ab'Le
ir the incremental collapse and alternating plasticity shakedown load
f'act.or-s could be determined simultaneously.
In the rirst part or the thesis a new rormulation or a numerical
procedure ror the kinematic method or shakedown analysis is presented in
which the data input is in the f'orm conventionally required ror rinite
element analysis. In essence, the rormulation involves a preliminary
automatic rorce method elastic analysis or the rrame. The rorce method
analysis provides the elastic response, which is required in any case,
and more importantly it provides the independent selr-stress systems or
selr equilibrating internal rorce systems ror the fiame. These selr-
stress systems are subsequently employed to express the compatibility
constraints imposed on the plastic hinge rotations in the shakedown
analysis, thus permitting a rapid, simple and erncient rormulation or











The essential feature of the force method of analysis presented
is that it is automatic in the sense that redundants (or releases)
are not chosen by the analyst, as is usual in the force method for
f'rames (see, for example, Livesley [8]). The automatic force method
of elastic analysis employed is similar to the work of Robinson [14]
and Robinson and Regl [13], particularly in the sense that the data
input is as straightforward asthat required in kinematic elastic analysis.
However, there are distinct differences in approach, notably in the
equilibrium equations and in the formulation of compatibility equations.
In the second part of the thesis a preliminary study of the
possibility of the extension of the ideas developed for plane f'rames to
continuum problems is presented. The problem of plane stress is
treated, with a simple linearised yield condition, and attention is
confined to the limit analysis problem.
The extension depends essentially on the generalisation of the
automatic force method of elastic analysis for the frame problem to
the plane stress problem. A fini e element discretisation, involving
constant strain triangular elements, of the plane stress problem is
adopted; hence the generalisation of the automatic force metihcd is not
strictly a stress method but rather a solution of the dual of the
elastic kinematic finite element problem. The self-stress systems
so generated are, however, appropriate for the formulation of elastic
and plastic compatibility equations for the elastic analysis and the
limit analysis problem respectively. In view of the linearised yield












ELASTIC SOLUTION FOR PLAllE FRAMES
2.1 Formulation
We consider the elastic analysis of a plane frame with km
labelled members and kj labelled joints or nodes. The structure is
discretised by choosing the nodes in such a way that all members
are straight, prismatic and unloaded between nodes. Thus all loads
must act at the joints and any distributed load must be broken up into
a series of point loads. The frame lies in a global cartesian co-

















. Each of: the kIn ordered members is subjected to the internal
f:orces shown in Figure 2.2. Owing to the f:act that all members are
straight and unloaded, the shear f:orce is constant and may be expressed
as the sum of: the moments at each end divided by the length of: the
member.
Figure 2.2 Member Forces
The independent member forces associated with each member (or element)
may be represented by the (3 xl) column vector {N }., where
e ~
(2.l)
N. is the axial f:orce in member i and it and J?: are the moments at. ~ ~
joints A and B respe~ively in member i. The (m x l) column vector












Each member will suffer deformations conjugate to the member





Figure 2.3 Member Deformation
The member deformations may be represented by the (3 x 1) column
vector> ts }., wheree J.
0i is the axial extension of member i and ~~ and ~~ are the rotations-of member i at joints.A and B respectiTely, relative to A'B'. the line
joining the terminal nodes. The (_ x 1) column vector> {oJ of all
member deformations may be defined by











Let the (n x 1) column vector" {u} represent the ordered
unconstrained displacement components at each of the kj ordered
unconstrained joints in the global cartesian coordinate system shown
in Figure 2.1. It is assumed that the frame is supported by restraining
some, or all, of the X, Y and e displacement components to be zero at
certain nodes. Hence
{u}
where u .• v., 6
i
are the displacement components of joint i in the
J. J.
X, Y. e directions respectively.
Similarly the (n x 1) column vector {p} represents the
similarly ordered external load components at each node, in the same


















P.,Q. are components or the applied rorces at node i in the X and Y
1. 1.
directions respectively, while Mi is the applied moment at node i
in direction e.
The member rorces {Ne}i' derined in equation (2.1), can be
related to ·the member derormations {a }., equation (2.3), by the
~ e 1. .:












Ai' Ii and Ei are the cross sectional area, moment 01' inertia about en
axis normal to the plane or the frame and Youngs modulus ror the
member i, while I.. is the' length 01' member i.
1.
We may thus relate the ordered member rcrces (N} to the similarly
ordered member derormations· {a} by the tridiagonal nonsingular global


















The inverse of' the stif'f'ness matrix [sl is the i'l.exib11.ity matrix [Fl.
so that
{o} = [F]{N}
is obtained on inverting equation (2.9).
[Fl is al.so tridiagonal. and may be simil.arl.y partitioned to give
(2.1.1.)
[F] =
Each el.ement i'l.exibi1.ity matrix may be f'ound by writing the corresponding
























t i , Ei, Ai and Ii have been defined previously in equation (2.8).
From the geometry of the structure we may define the element
deformation matrix [B blR ]. which relates the member deformationsa ~ba a
. {"'eli to the joint displacements, (see Figure 2.5), {ua} and {ubI
where a and b are the terminal joints of member 1. Thus
(2.14)
where
- sin Yi 0
I sin y. 0- cos y. I cos Yi
~ I a
I




I ~ 0= I
t. t. I t i t.~ ~ I a,
I
I
























Figure 2.5 Joint Displacements and !'!ember Deformation
The member deformations {6 e }i have been defined in equation (2.3).
while the joint displacements {uJ&~} may be defined as
and
. T




ua' va' 6a are the displacements at end A. while '1>' vb' 6b are the
displacements at.end B, both in directions X. Y. e respectively.











-X axis and AB measured from the X axis in direction e. as shown
in Figure 2.3.
We can now assemble the global deformation matrix [Bl. which
relates al~ the member deformations {oJ to the unconstrained joint
displacements· [u}, in
{6} = [BJ {u} •
mx~ rnxn nxl,
(2.18)
by expanding equation (2.14). for each element. to fit into equation
(2.18). We can assemble [B] row by row. for each element. for. example








The joint equilibrium equations may be formulated in terms of
the member end forces {N} acting at the joints and the loading {P}.
at the same joints. These equations make up the coefficients of 'the
statics matrix [Al. hence
[AJ {N} = {P}.
nxm mxl nxl,










[A]T = [B] •
13.
(2.21)
Necessary and sufficient conditions that the structure is
statically determinate are that [A] is square and non-singular, Le.
m = n and IAI i' o. If [A] is not. square then a necessary and sufficient
condition that the structure is stable is that Rank [A] = n, We
limit our attention here to stable problems and since statically
determinate problems can be solved using equations (2.20) alone,
we concentrate now on how to deal with statically indeterminate problems.
In statically indeterminate structures it is not possible to solve
uniquely for the member rorces {N} in terms of the Loads {P}, Le.
equation (2.20) does not yield a unique solution for· {N}. It is
necessary to add to equation (2.20) (m - n) compatibility equations
expressed in terms of the ordered unknown member rorces {N}.
We can formulate these compatibility equations in terms of






The general solution of equation (2.22) is
(2.23)
Where A., i = 1 to (m - n) are arbitrary constants and {r), i = 1 to. ~ r
(m - n) are (m - n) linearly independent force systems.
These independent force systems may ·be recognised as a set of
residual force systems, or sel1'-stress systems, i.e. sets 01' member











system, we see that on using the principle of' virtual work and
SUbstituting ~om equations (2.l8) and (2.2l)
Transposing and using equation (z.aa)
where




We can now assemble m equations (n equilibrium and (m - n)
compatibility) ~or {N} using equations (2.20) and (2.25) and (2.27).
Thus
[ [A1T] {N} = {-§-} (2.28)[L]
mxl
mXm mxl












The method used computationally to solve equation (2.27)













Figure 2.6 Illustrative Example
The unknown internal force vector {N} may be built up using equations
(2.1) and (2.2) as follows:
(2.29)












= . {1,0; 0,0; 0,0; 0,0;
. T
0,0; O,O}
From the geometry of the structure we may assemble the statics
matrix [A] by transposing the deformation matrix [B] (equation (2.20».
The [B] matrix is made up by considering each member in turn, equation
(2.14) being expanded to be consistent with equations (2.18).
Equation (2.14) is given explicitly for member 3 as
1 1 . a 1 1 a-i2 12 12 12
[B34:B43]
1 1 1 1 1 a (2.33)= 4 4 -4 -4
1 1 a 1 1 14 4 -4 -4
Assembling the [B b:R 1 matrices for each of the three members using. a -ba
equations (2.14), (2.15) and (2.18) and transposing (equation (2.21»
we arrive at equation (2.20). For this example we may write out













-1 0 0 0 0 0 Nl 12 --2
1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 ~ 03 3




0 0 0 1 0 0
1 1 1 N2 0-- "4 "412
0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1
~
0
-'3 - -- II II3 12





Notice that those equations relating the unknown member f'orces to the
unknown reactions have been deleted. These deleted equations are
Complementary to those relating the member def'ormations to the con-
strained joint displacements •
.
By Gaussian row operations only we may arrive at the row-echelon
f'orm (see Noble [12]) of' [A]. [A]. The row-echelon f'orm is unique
(ibid), and independent of' the actual sequence of' row operations used











1 ,71 ,25 ,25
1 3,5 - 1,2 - ,25
1 ,21 1,7 ,75
[A] ..
1 - ,71 ,25 ,25
1 - ,21 - 1,7 - ,75
1 0 1,0 0
We notice that the Rank of [A] = 6, which indicates that the structure
is stable. Notice also that [A] may be written,
[A] = [IlA']
where [I] is the (n x n) identity matrix. In most cases it is necessary
to reorder the columns of [A] to arrive at equation (2.36). The
internal force vector {N} will then have to be similarly reordered to
give· {N}, where
(2.37)
{NI} are those internal forces associated with the columns in [A] which
form the identity matrix, {N'} are those forces associated with the
columns which are linearly dependent on the columns of the identity
matrix.
Equation (2.20) may thus, on reducing [A] to row echelon form,















. {p} is the result of all the row operations necessary to get from
[A] to (A] applied to (p].
We are now in a position to extract the (m - n) self-stress
systems from the homogeneous equations (2.22). Equations (2.22)
may be rewritten, after reducing [A] to row-echelon form and after










The self-stress systems are obtained by successively putting one element
of {N'} equal to unity and the remainder equal to zero, solving for {NIl
and then reconstituting {N} from equation (2.37).
computationally it is more efficient to obtain the self-stress
systems directly from [A]. This may be achieved by identifying those
CDlumns not associated with the identity matrix and expanding these
columns with (m - n) additional elements in the row position corresponding
to the column position of the linearly dependent columns. The
additional element is zero except where row and column position coincide,
Where it is - L
Adopting this method a consistent set of self-stress systems
{rj } may be identified. In the illustrative example being considered












{r~} = .. {,7~ 3,5 ,a -,71 - ,a 0 -1 0 O}T, (2.40a)
{r





(2.40c)= - ,25 ,75 ,25 - ,75 0 0 0 -l} •
We are now able to formulate the compatibi~ity equations,
using equations (2.13) and (2.26). In the illustrative example of
Figure 2.6, Youngs modulus, the member cross-section~ areas and the
moment of inertia are the same for each member. The ~i~ stiffness
AE = ~ and flexur~ ridgidity El = 2,5 for each member. The element
flexibility matrix for membe~ 3 may be written explicitly as an example,
12 0 0
[Fe]3




Using equation (2.26) we may formulate the (m - n) compatibility
conditions.
...
These conditions, for our example, are
Notice that ~ the compatibility equations have been multiplied by a











{r~} '" '{,7l 3,5 ,21 -,71 - ,21, 0 -1 0 'O}T, (2.40a)
{r






(2.40c)'" - ,25 ,75 ,25 - ,75 0 0 0 -l} •
We are now able to formuJ.ate the compatibil.ity equations,
using equations (2.13) and (2.26). In the il.lustrative example of
Figure 2.6, Youngs modukus , the member cross-sectional. areas and the
moment of inertia are the same for each member. The ~ial. stiffness
AE '" 1 and flexural. ridgidity El. '" 2,5 for each member. The element
fleXibil.ity matrix for member, 3 may be written expl.icit1y as an example,
12 0 0
[Fe]3




Using equation (2.26) we may formuJ.ate the (m - n) compatibil.ity
conditions.
-.
These conditions, for our example, are
{R,~} '" {,25 -,22 ,18 -,37 -,15 ,08 -,5 0 0 }T, (2.42a)
{R,2} {,28 _,31 ,42 ,42 -,21 T (2.42b)'" -,31 -,5 0 ,10} ,
{R,3} {,33 -,il ,5 -,2 ,10
T (2.42c)'" -,il 0 ,13 ,25} •
Notice that all the compatibil.ity equations have been multipl.ied by a











These compatibility equations are added to equation (2.38),
which, if the columns o:f [A] and elements oi {N} remain in their original.
order, may be written
[A]{N} = {p},
to give, by· equations (2.25) and (2.21),
[J'] {.l • i-!-}
Equation (2.44) admits a unique solution :for· {N} , where
(2.44)
{N} = .{O,1242; 1,3692;
0,0183; - 0,1515;
0,4508; - 0,0900; - 0,4508;
T
- 0,0183; O,OlOO},












SHAKEDOWN IN PLANE FRAMES
3.1 Introduction
In this Chapter we examine the response or elastic-perrectly
plastic rrames to cyclic loads. As in the rrames considered in Chapter 2,
we assume here that all members are straight, prismatic and unloaded.
The loads act only at the nodes and all dynamic errects are ignored.
Since the constituent material is assluned to be elastic-
perrectly plastic, the moment curvature relationship may be idealised as
shown in Figure 3.1. Plastic def'ormat.Lon in the rorm or hinges will
occur wherever the bending moment diagram equals the plastic momerrt















The loading applied to many types of structure will vary
considerably with time. Most civil engineering structures are
sUbjected to' working loads which will operate independently of each
other between certain predetermined limits. For example, consider a
structure subj ected to two discrete load types, or load parameters,
wind load and imposed load. Both loads are :functions of time and







At any instant the actual loads on the structure can be represented
by a point in load space. This point is confined by inequalities

















We examine now the behaviour of the structure if the loads
repeatedly follow the cycle which forms the boundary of the domain of
possible loads (ABCDA in Figure 3.2). If, for the first cycle, the
response of the structure is entirely elastic, then it will remain
elastic for all future -load cycles. If, however, some plastic
deformation occurs, then one or two possibilities exists. Either
plastic derormatLon continues to take place or, after a certain
number of transient cycles, a purely elastic steady state response
is set up.
down.
In the latter case the structure is said to have shaken
It is convenient to sUb~ivide rurther the rormer case where
continued plastic derormation takes place. Firstly the plastic
derormation may increase monotonically at hinges at dirferent points
4n the structure, i.e. any plastic hinge rotation takes place in the
same sense. Unbounded deformation may thus occur and the structure
is said to have railed by incremental collapse. Secondly, the
plastic derormation may be non-monotonic; this usually occurs at
a single hinge point and the hinge rotations will take place in
opposite senses during a cycle. These reversals or stress will cause
low cycle ratigue and the structure is satd to have railed owing to
. . ". .:
alternating plasticity.
It can be shown (ror example see Martin [9]) that i:f the
structure will shake down ror the load cycle which circumscribes the
domain of possible loads, then it will shake down ror all possible
lOad Cycles within that domain. Thus it is su:fficient to consider
only the circumscribing cycles.
We introduce here the load ractor r, which is a scalar











increase the domain o:f all possible loads (see Figure 3.3). The
shakedown load :factor r S is equal to the maximuIn value o:f r :for
which the structure will shake down.
Failure by combined (r ) r ')
pia t" d form tte• re • • I nn
~r'
r---- ___ L _____ --..I
I I
I I




I IL ____ __________J
Figure 3.3 Increasing r in Load Space
3.2 Formulation
It can be shown (for example see Martin (9) that the shakedown
theorems may be written in general programming form. The kinematic

















p~astic work done over the cycLe and Wext is the work done by the
externu Loads over the cycLe ,
Without Loss o~ generuity, the kinematic shakedown theorem
may be restated as fo~~ows; the shakedown Load ~actor r S is given
by the Least, vatue of
r = wep
subject to the condition that
~xt = ~
and that the deformation cyc~e is kinematically admissib~e.
Let us consider first the p~astic work done over a cyc~e,
W~. In the p~ane ~ame structures being deut with, all p~astic work
is in the ~orm o~ plastic hinge rotations, which take place at k
~abelled hinge positions. The plastic hinge rotation over a cycle
at position j, 6j' can be defined by
(3.4a)
Where ej (t) is the rotation rate at time t and c indicates that the
integru is over one cycle. The work done by the hinges over one
load cycle can there~ore be given by the work equation













For incremental collapse, all hinge rotations are monotonic
and Sj{t) therefore does not change sign. In this case
(3.5)
for each plastic hinge. However for alternating plasticity ej is
not monotonic and equation (3.5) is not valid. We therefore introduce
+ -two variables ej and ej' such that
= (3.6)
Whenever any hinge rotation takes place at joint j through the cycle,
either e; increases or ej increases. At no stage during the cycle
can e+ e- dj or j ecrease. Therefore
throughout the cycle. +Since we measure ej and ej only at the













However, we note that, we are minimising equation (3.4) and hence










Secondly, let us evaluate the work done by the external
loads over a cycle. This cannot be achieved readily for most classes
of structures but in the case of frames a few observations lead us to
an evaluable expression for the external work. We may use the
Since the elastic deformation rates are induced by the
principle of virtual work (for example see Martin [9]) to show that
the external work done over a cycle is equal to the integral, over
the cycle, of the elastic moments under the loads for that part of
the cycle, multiplied by the sum of the elastic deformation rates
associated with the residual stress field and the plastic deformation
rates, Bj •
residual moments, which are in equilibrium with zero load, we can show,
again by using the principle of virtual work, that the work done on
these elastic deformations by the elastic moments is zero.
hinge rotations take place only at k specific joints and are
zero elsewhere, the external work may now be written as
= ~ J ~j(t)e.dt,
j=l c J
Because the
Where ~(t) is the elastic response to the load cycle.
The evaluation of equation (3.9) remains a complex problem.
However, iet us again introduce the variables a; and aj SUbject to















: J ~(t)e.dt ~











because of inequalities (3.9).
Suppose we now define, a new programming pr-ob.Len , that of
finding the least value of
(3.l2a)
Subject to = 1 (3.12b)
and (0; - OJ) kinematically admissible. For this new problem, the
least value of r < r S becaus~ of inequality (3.11) and condition
(3.12b).
However, it can be shown (for example see Martin [9]), that,
if the limiting deformation cycle is correct, then inequality (3.11)
is in fact an equality.
sThus the least value of r = r i'or the
correct collapse mode, but may be conservative for incorrect modes.
Finally we need to ensure that the deformation cycle is
kinematically admissible. If the frame is statically indeterminate
to degree (m - n}, as in Chapter 2, we may find (m - n) linearly












Necessary and sufficient conditions that the deformation cycle is






E s'j(ej - e.)j=l ~ J
= 0 (3.14)
for i = 1 to (m - n},
We may now state the kinematic theorem, by equations (3.3),
(3.4), (3.5), (3.8), (3.11) and (3.14) as follows;
the least value of
s .




E M jejj=l 0
k
+ E M jej-j=l 0
(3.15a)
k _~ +
E ~ .e. -
j =1 IllB.XJ J
and
k
E Jl..e: = 1
j=l =nJ J
k + kE Sijej E sijej = 0
j=l j=l













Since all members are assumed to be straight, prismatic and
unloaded between nodes, the bending moment diagram is linear, with
maxima and minima· occurring at the nodes. The nature of the bending
moment diagram and the moment curvature relationship ensures that
plastic hinges are confined to sections adjacent to the nodes. Thus
each member" will have two possible hinge positions. one at each end.
Firstly. we need the coefficients, MOj' of the objective
function {equation (3.l5a». These must be input as data with the
other section properties necessary for the elastic solution.
Secondly, the coefficients of ,the external work constraint (equation
(3.l5b» must be evaluated. We require the extreme values of the
moment range for the load cycle. This may be achieved by linearising
the load cycle and considering the apices of· the linearised load cycle
in turn. It is therefore necessary to have the elastic solution for
each of the load conditions {Pj} represented by the kt apices of the
Load cycle. By expanding equation (2.28) to accommod.ate the kt load
vectors {P
j}




contain the member end moments conjugate to the
which enables us to solve uniquely for {Nj}. j = 1 to kt.
moment values at each point, ~a~< and "'. j' may thus be found simplY
" -u llln
by scanning the solution {Nj} for the maximum and minimum moments at each
pOint.
Plastic hinge rotation at each end , and the member axial force, which












Since all members are assumed to be straight, prismatic and
unloaded between nodes, the bending moment diagram is linear, with
maxima and minima· occurring at the nodes. The nature of' the bending
moment diagram and the moment curvature relationship ensures that
plastic hinges are conf'ined to sections adjacent to the nodes. Thus
each member will have two possible hinge positions, one at each end.
Firstly, we need the coefficients, M 0' of the objective
OJ
function (equation (3.1580». These must be input as data with the
other section properties necessary for the elastic solution.
Secondly, the coefficients of ,the external work constraint (equation
(3.15b» must be evaluated. We require the extreme values of the
moment range for the load cycle. This may be achieved by linearising
the load cycle and considering the apices of· the linearised load cycle
in turn. It is therefore necessary to have the elastic solution for
each of the load conditions {Po} represented by the k1 apices of the
J
load cycle. By expanding equation (2.28) to accommodate the k1 load
vectors {P
j




Which enables us to solve uniquely for {N
j
} , j = 1 to kL The extreme
moment values at each point, ~ 0 and ~ 0 j' may thus be found simply
IlIB.XJ man
by Scanning the solution {Nj} for the maximum and minimum moments at each
point, Note that {N
j
} contain the member end moments conjugate to the
plastic hinge rotation at each end, and the member axial force, which














were generated by the particu1ar method o:f elastic solution used in
Chapter 2. It is :for this reason al.one that this elastic method
is used. Equation (2.23) yields a set o:f (m - n) linearly independent
sel:fstress systems· {rj}. This set, however, includes axia1 :forces,
which we may ignore and :form (m - n) linearly independent sel:f
equilibrating moment systems, {s.}, by ignoring the axia1 :force
J
terms o:f {rj }.
Equations (3.15) may thus be written in vector :form as :follows;
rS is equa1 to the least value o:f
SUbject to
and
:for i = 1 to (m - n).
Notice that both the objective :function and the constraints are linear
and that the variables are a11 non-negative. We may thus solve
the linear programming problem (equations (3.17» by the simplex
algorithm.
For this purpose the subroutine SIMPLX, written by the University
O:f Wisconsin Computer Centre, is used. Slight modi:fications were















} have been computed. little extra time is needed for the more
complex shakedown solution. For the 22 member problem tested. the
elastic solution used 26.9 seconds of CPU (Central Processor Unit)
time, while the full shakedown solution required 30,2 seconds
CPU time. an increase of approximately 12%.
Some previous researchers (for example. Cohn. Ghosh and Parimi
[4]) have formulated the compatibility requirements in terms of the
independent incremental collapse mechanisms. which automatically
excluded the possibility of identifying alternating plasticity.
However. it is of importance t? note here that the solution to the
linear programming problem (3.17) yields the correct shakedown load
factor r", owing to either collapse mode. This is because the
variables e; and ej allow non-monotonic rotations and because the
compatibility requirements are formulated generally. and not in
terms of incremental collapse mechanisms •
. A program was written in FORTRAN IV for the Univac llo6 at
the University of Cape Town Computer Centre embodying the approach
defined above. The internal logic of the program will not be described.
but a listing of the program and examples of data input and computer
output are given in Appendix III. Results of several illustrative












PLANE FRAME NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Exampl.e 4.1
The single storey single bay frame shown in Figure 4.1 was
analy'sed by Martin [9] using a single load state (point A in Figure
4.2) and two piecewise linear load cycles (ABOEA and ACDEA in Figure 4.2).
The results of the program written using the presented method
of analysis are compared with Martin's results (with t = M = 1)
.0
in Table 4.1. In all cases, the correct failure mechanism and collapse















r S = 2,759
Alternating plasti-





r S = 2,857
Mechanism as in
Figure 4.3
r S = 2,759
Alternating plasti-























Figure "4.2 Load Cycles for Example 4.1 .
• Indicates 8
plastic hinge












The double storey single bay frame shown in Figure 4.4 was
analysed by Cohn, Ghosh and Parimi [4] using a single load state (point
A in Figure 4.5) and a piecewise linear load cycle (ABOCA in Figure 4.5).
The results of the program written are compared with those of
Cohn, Ghosh and Parimi (using Mo = 11 = R. = 1) in Table 4.2. In
both Cases the correct failure mechanisms were obtained. The 2 %
difference in the shakedown load factor can be attributed to the fact
that Cohn et al do not take axial stiffness into account for their
elastic analysis while the presented analysis does.
TABLE 4.2
Cohn, Ghosh &
Load State Parimi Present Analysis
H =1 r* = 0,533 r* = 0,533
V = 3 Mechanism as in Mechanism as in
(point A) Figure 4.6 Figure 4.6
O~H~l r S = 0,509 r S = 0.520
O~V~3 Mechanism as in MeChanism as in































































The single storey double bay frame shown in Figure 4.1{a)
was analysed by Baker, Horne and Heyman [2] using the piecewise linear
load cycle shown in Figure 4.8. Notice that the second bay is
subject to a uniform distributed load. On analysing this frame by
the present method it was necessary to represent the distributed load
as a series of point loads, as shown in Figure 4.1{b).
The results of the program written are compared with those of
Baker et al (with 1
1
= i = Mo = 1) in Table 4.3. The correct
collapse mechanism is obtained, and the 5,5% difference in the
shakedown load factor can be attributed to both the influence of axial
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Figure 4.8 Circumscribing Load Space
e












The three-bay pitched portal frame, typical of factory buildings,
shown in Figure 4.10 was analysed using the program written to indicate
the scope of the program.
The collapse mechanism for the load space shown in Figure 4.11
is shown in Figure 4.12. The elastic solution used 23,6 seconds of
CPU time while the.full shakedown solution used 25,5 seconds, an
increase of 8%.
s
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Figure 4.12 End Bay Collapse 'Mechanism for Example 4.4
Conclusions
The examples given in this Chapter indicate the potential of
the method described in Chapters 2 and 3 in analysing frame structures
under variable repeated loading. It is evident that the program written
Will be able to solve the shakedown (or limit analysis) problem in
plane frames for most practical situations even if the structure is more
complex than Example 4.4. However, it should be noted that in multi-
storey frame structures stability is usually the governing factor in
determining the load carrying capacity of the structure. The program
written does not take stability into account and is therefore applicable to
single or double, storey structures of any number of bays.
The program employs certain storage and time saving techniques.
However, it is felt that better efficiency could be obtained by storing
the statics matrix (A] in banded form. The linearly dependent columns
identified during the row-echelonisation process may be larger than the
.bandwidth and provision therefore has to be made for these columns. Also,
the compatibility requirements [L] will not be within the bandwidth and












Consider a sheet of unit thickness for which the plane stress
assumptions are valid. The plate is discretised into kIn triangles,
the kj apices of which are called nodes. The loading acts only
in the global. XY plane of the plate. No singularities in loading are
permitted but continuous loads must be approximated by loading which
acts only at the nodes.
We assume continuity of displacement across element boundaries
and linear variation of displacement within each triangular element.
The displacement cOJllponents of the three apices are therefore sufficient
to describe the displacement at any point within the triangle. We
can therefore write the general displacements within any triangle as
+ (5.la)
v = + +
where a are constant coefficients for each triangle. The dis-
placements at the apices a, b and c of the general acute angled
triangle may be related to the coefficients by sUbstituting the
COordinates of the apices into equations (5.l), (see Figure 5.l). Hence
u l X Y 0 0 0 a
la a a
~
l ~ Yb 0 0 0 a 2
u = l X Y 0 0 0 a
3
,c c c
v 0 0 0 l Xa Y
a 4a a
vb 0 0 0 l ~ ~ a 5

















Figure 5.1 General Acute Angled Triangle
The strain displacement relations
E: = au = a2 (5.4a):xx ax' ,
E: = av = a6 (5.4b)sr ay ,
and
E:xy =
au + av = a3 + a5, (5.4c)aY- ax






































y -y y -y y -y 0 0 0
b c c a a b
=
1 0 0 0 Xc-~ X -X ~-Xa
].I a c
,
Xc-~ X -X ~-Xa y -y y -y y -ya c b c c a a b
(5.9)











Let the (n x r) cotumn vector Iu] represent the ordered
unconstrained disp~acement components of the kn unconstrained nodes, i.e.
Let the (m x 1) column vector {e} represent the ordered strain
component of each e~ement, i.e.
. {d = { T T T }T{£}" ... ,{£L'···'{£}kn •e ~ e J e
We can now, by expanding and reordering equation (5.7) set up the





by considering each e~ement in turn.
has apices a, b and c then
For examp~e, if e~ement j
ua
v. a.
y -Y 0 Y -Y 0 Y -Y ab c c a a b
~
{e;ej} =
.i 0 xc-~ 0 au x -x ~-Xa ~ba c














where j1 has been defined previously in equation (5.10).
From the stress strain relationships in each element,
&xx = °xx/E voyy/E (5.15a)
& = o IE - xa IE (5.15b)yy yy xx
& = 2(1 + v)o IE, (5.15c)
xy xy
we can formulate the element flexibility matrix [F ] as
e
1
[F ] = - v
e
o








{o} = {a ,
e xx
FOrmulation of the flexibility matrix, which relates the strain components·


















T T T T= {{a }l""'{o }., ... ,{o }km}e e J e
Transposing equation (5.19) we have
(5.22)
From equations (5.16) and (5.20) [F) is symmetric and therefore [8]
Will also be symmetric.
Conjugate to the nodal displacements {u} we may formulate the
(n x 1) column vector {p} of the loads which, although acting only
at the nodes, approximate the actual boundary tractions and body forces.
We may define {P} by
. {p} =
Where P j and Q
j











It is usual, at this stage, to formulate the displacement
method of solution. This approach is shown here briefly. By
equating the internal work done by the sheet to the external work done
by the loads we may state that the integral over the sheet of the
generalised stress field multiplied by the generalised strain field
must equal the external loads multiplied by their corresponding dis-
placements~ Since we are dealing with the plane stress case for which
both stress and strain are constant within each element and since we
have approximated the external loads by forces acting on the nodes, we
can write
(5.24)
Since each element is of unit thickness, the integral in equation (5.24)
is merely the area of each element. We can formulate the (mx m)
diagonal rnatrix [d] of element areas, so that [ll] is compatible with
both the vectors {a} and {e I by placing the area of each element on
the diagonal consecutively three times in the correct order. We
may thus write equation (5.24) in matrix form as,
. T
{a} [ll]{e:}
From equations (5.l3) and (5.22) we may write
(5.26)
















Equation (5.28) allows a unique solution for [u}, Using equation
(5.13) we may obtain the strains {d. The relation between the strains
{E} and the stresses {a}, equation (5.22), allows a unique solution
for the stresses {a}.
Although this method of solution is usualJ.-y more efficient in
the numerical solution, we will continue here with the method employed
in Chapter 2. The reason for this is that we intend to use (see
Chapter 6) the self-stress systems generated for the limit analysis
prOblem.
We therefore set up the equilibrium equations which relate






These equations are not set up using eqUilibrium principles, which would
ensure continuity 0:( force across element boundaries, but they are
set up using the relationship (see Appendix II) between the statics

















The stresses used in equation (5.29) are therefore mathematically
defined by the strain-displacement relationships, rather than physically
defined. This distinction did not occur in the case of plane frame
problems where the exact elastic solution may be obtained by either
the force or displacement method o:f approach.
As in Chapter 2 equation (5.29) is not suf:ficient to solve
uniquely :for {a}.
equations,
Again the general solution to the homogeneous
[A]{a} = ·{O},
lead us to the compatibility requirements.
o r equatLon (5.31) may be written
(5.31)
Since the general solution
Al· {rl } +••• + A.{r.} +...+ A( ·){r( )},J J . m-n m-n (5.32)
Where Aj are arbitrary constants, the (a-n) vectors {rj} may be
recognised as sel:f-stress systems. Considering the jth self-stress
system, we see that on using the principle of virtual work and
SUbstituting :from equations (5.13) and (5.30)
= = = 0 (5.33)






















Let the [L] matrix be defined as
(5.36)
We can now assemble'm equations (n equilibrium and (m-n)





Equations (5.37) admit a unique solution for {a}.
5.3 Computational Approach
The method used computationally to solve equations (5.37) is
similar to that used in Chapter 2 to solve for equation (2.27).
We will therefore illustrate only briefly the formulation of the problem.
Consider the deep beam shown in Figure 5.2, which has been
discretised into 5 elements, the apices of which define 7 nodes.
The loading shown is that used in the computations and is therefore
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Figure 5.2 Simple Deep Beam
From the geometry of the structure we may, by using equations
(5.14) and (5.30), assemble the statics matrix [A].
load vector we will have
Setting up the
P = {a; 0; 0; -10; 0; 0; 0; -10; 0; a} T
Equations (5.29) can nov be formulated. As in Chapter 2 we now
~
generate the self equilibrating stress systems which will enable
Us to arrive at the compatibility requirements.
(5.38)
By simple Gaussian row operations we may arrive at the row-
echelon form of [A], [A].
.
the eqUilibrium equations















by reordering the columns of Ui:]. Similar reordering of the stresses
{a} allows us (as in equation (2.39» to write
[A I Ha'}.
By the process outlined in Chapter 2 we may obtain the self-stress
systems {r
j
}. Using equations (5.19) and (5.35) we may formulate
the compatibility requirements in terms of the stresses. Returning
the columns of [Al and the stress vector· {a} to their original order
we can, using equations (5.34) and (5.36) arrive at
{!~~}{a}
Equations (5.42) admit ~he unique displacement method solution for {o}.
For the example being considered
{a} = {- 5,7 ; 1,4 ; - 2,8 ; - 3,& ; - 12,5 ; - 4,6 ;
." 19,6 ; 20,4 ; 0,0 ; - 3,8 ; - 12,5 ; 4,6 ;













LIMIT ANALYSIS IN PLANE STRESS PROBLEMS
6.1 Introduction
In this Chapter we explore the possibility of using the extra
information given in the previous section to calculate the limit or
collapse load in continuum structures. As a preliminary study we
will consider plane stress problems of the type described earlier, i.e.
a sheet of unit thickness which has been discretised into km tri-
angular element, the apices or which foImkj nodes.
The constituent material is assumed to be elastic-perfectly
plastic and homogeneous throughout. We will use a simple, but












where 00 is the yield stress and 0xxj and 0yyj are the direct stresses
and C1 • is the shear stress at any point j respectively.
XYJ
This yield condition is only a rough approximation of the true yield
Condition but it may, however, be refined by the addition of more
linear constraints.
Vector












The inequalities (6.1) representing the yield surface are shosn
graphically in Figure 6.l.
C5"yy
Figure 6.1 Yield Surface
The limit analysis problem is formulated in terms of the
plastic strain rates at collapse. Note that in Chapter 3, for the
shakedown problem in frames, we considered a finite interval of time,
Le. the interval for one load cycle, and therefore formulated th~
problem in terms of the plastic strains over one cycle. At collapse
the body will remain rigid everywhere except in those regions where
flow is taking place.
Conjugate to the limit stresses, (c }, we can formulateo



















It can be shown (for example see Martin [9]) that the lilllit
analysis theorems may be vritten in general programming form.
The kinematic theorem states that the collapse load factor 1'* is
the least value of
(6.5)
Subject to the strain rate field being kinematically admissible W'int
and Wext are the internal energy dissipation rate and the external.
wOrk rate respectively, under the set of loads being considered.
The internal energy dissipation rate, at collapse, is equlIol to
the integral over the sheet of the plastic strain rates multiplied
by their corresponding yield stresses. Since We have a simplified
Yield condition with constant strain rates in each element we can
Write that
= (6.6)
1ihere {I£~Ilj are the moduli of the actual strain rates {E~}.













where [ld has been defined for equation (5.25).
The external work rate is equal to the generalised e;rternal. ~oads
multip1.ied by the generalised dispJ.acement rates. Using ~he principle
of virtual velocities we can equate the external work rate with the
integral over the structure of the elastic stresses due to the loads,
multip1.ied by the strain rates compatible with the displacement rates.
Since the elastic strain rates vanish at co1.1.apse only the plastic
strain rates need be taken into account. Both the strain rates
and their corresponding stresses will be constant in each element.




and aE , aE and (JE are the so1.utions to equation (5.37) for element
xx yy XJI
j under the loading considered. Equation (6.8) Illay also be written
in IIle.trix form
,here













Using equations (6.7> and (6.10) we msy. without loss 01' gen-
era.lity write the kinematic theorem as: r* is the least value of
(6.1280)
(6.l2b)
and H;P} are kinematically admissible.
Necessary and sUfficient conditions that {eP} are kinematically
admissibl.e are that they obey the virtual velocity relationships
J=ltom-n (6.13)
where {rj} J = 1 to m - n are a set of linearlY ~dependent sel!-
stress sytems. defined in equation (5.32). It is in order to obtain
these conditions that the elastic analysis of' Chapter 5 was introduced.
6.3 Computational Approach
As in Chapter 3 we will show how the programming problem
(equations (6.12» can be l!l8de suitable for solution by the simplex













Using equations (6.T) and (6.10) we may, without loss 01' gen~
erality write the kinematic theorem as: r* is the least value of
(6.12a)
(6.l2b)
and {eP } are kinematically admissible.
Necessary and sufficient conditions that {eP} are kinemat:j.cally
admissible are that they obey the virtual velocity relationships
.1 =1 to m - n (6.13)
Where {r
j
} .1 = 1 to m - n are a set of linearlY ~dependent se1f~
stress sytems, defined in equation (5.32). It is in order to obtain
these conditions that the elastic analysis of Chapter 5 vas introduced.
6.3 ComP2tational Approach
As in Chapter 3 we will show how the programming problem
(equations (6.1.2» can be made suitable for solution by the simplex













Using equations (6.1) and (6.10) we may, without loss of gen-
erality write the kinematic theorem as: r* is the least value of
(6.12a)
(6.12b)
and {e:p } are kinematically admissible.
Necessary and suf:ricient conditions that {Ep} are kinemat;J.cally
admissible are that they obey the virtual velocity relationships
j = 1 to m - n (6.13)
where {rj} j = 1 to m - n are a set of linearly ~dependent self-
stress sytems, o.efined in equation (5.32). It is in order to obtain
these conditions that the elastic analysis o:f Chapter 5 was introduced.
6.3 Computational Approach
As in Chapter 3 we will show how the programming problem
(equations (6.12» can be made suitable for solution by the simplex



















j = 1 to m.
60.
(6.15)
19I!1 < gI!+ +
j j
j = 1 to m. (6.16)
In equation (6.16) the equaJ.ity will hold onJ.y when one or both variables
are zero. If both variables are non-negative then the inequaJ.ity holds.
Equation (6.12a) may therefore be written
(6.17)
however, since we will be minimising the right hand side of equation
(6.17) the equaJ.ity will hold.
The programming problem is now suitable for solution by the
simplex aJ.gorithm. The objective :function is linear, as are all the
constraints and the variables are all non-negative. The
kinematic theorem may therefore be stated as: the collapse load
factor r* is the least value of
(6.18a)
(6.18b)












A FORTRAN program was written to U1ustrate the application or
the method described above. and executed on the UNIVAC 1106 at the
University or Cape Town Computer Centre. The rinal. linear progrlllllllling
problem was so'lved by means or the SIMPLX package written by the University
of Wisconsin Computer Centre. The internal. Logd,c of the program will
not be described. but a Hsting of the pr-ogr-am, together with examples
of data input and computer output. is given in Appendix IV. Results













PLANE STRESS NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Example 7.1
A deep beam was analysed using the three different triangular
meshes shown in Figures 7.1(a), (b) and (c). Note that each successive
mesh is a refinement of the previous mesh. Since we are using the
kinematic method the limit load factor is an upper bound and should
therefore decrease with each refining step. The computed limit
load factors r*(a) =0,5; r~(b) = 0,375 ; r*(c) = 0,375
behave in this manner.
The times used for each analysis are given in Table 7.1
TABLE 7.1































Figure 7.1.(a) First Mesh
12 Nodes
12 Elements
Figure 7.1(b) Second Mesh
21 Nodes
26 EI.,ments












The approach to limit analysis for plane stress outlined in
Chapters 5 and 6 and illustrated above must be understood to be simply
a preliminary study. Considerably more effort should be put into the
extension of the method to more realistic yield conditions, and into the
most efficient use of computing effort, before it can properly be compared
vith previous work.
A study of the literature (see, for example, Belytschko and
Hodge [31, Koopman and Lance, [7], Anderheggen [11 and Hutula, [6])
shows, however, that numericai limit analysis of continuum problems is
still in a process of development. 'Hhile the problem will clearly emerge
as a linear or non-linear programming problem, it is evident that
fOrmulations are required which are efficient in regard to data input,
and which reduce the number 01' variables in the programming problem
as much as possible. In this respect it is considered that the method
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Relationship between the statics matrix [A] and the deformation matrix [B]
f'or plane f'rames
We consider here frame structures of the type defined in
Chapter 2. The load vector {pI, internal force vector {N},
member deformation vector {oJ and nodal displacement vector {u},
have been defined in equations (2.6), (2.2}, (2.4) and (2.5)
respectively. .
Let the internal forces {N} be in equilibrium with external
lOads {pl. Let an independent set of' external displacements {u*}
be compatible with the member deformations {o*}.
Using the principle of virtual work we inay state that
(1.1)
















Relationship between the statics matrix l!1 and the deformation matrix IJU
for plane stress problems with constant strain triangular elements.
We consider here plane stress problems with eonst.ant, strain
triangular elements of the type defined in Chapter 5. The load
vector {Pl. the internal stress vector {oJ. the internal strain vector.
{e} and the nodal displacement vector {u} have all been defined in --equations (5.23). (5.21). (5.12) and (5.11) respectively.
Let the equilibrium equations be set up in such a way that
the stresses ensure continuity of displacement across element boundarIes.
We may represent the loads by {P} and the resulting stresses by
. Io}, subject to the above condition. l.et an independent set of
displacements {u*} be compatible with a set of strains· {e*}.
Using the principle of virtual work and by equation (5.25)






Transposing equation (5.13) and using equation (5.29)
and therefore
(11.2)






















































jOUGlAS II I • INPUT
1 SUBROuTINE IN~UTINlOADC.HEMnRS.TiHEIO,NPI.NPfl
2 C·.········.··········································.......•....













16 DO 500 I = I. NODES
17 500 READIB.IOOIXCQROIII.rCOROIII
IS 00 600 I=I.MI;HBRS
19 600 READlll.IOOIME.III.11E6111.EIII.AREAI11.1ZClI.MOIII
zo 00 70p l"I.N60C '
II 700 REAOlll.100IN&N'RfIJ.hBN-21'RfIJ·NBN~ll.Rf,IJ·NBNI
12 c•• ••••• • •••• • ••••• t ••• • ••• • ••• • •••f.· ~~••.. ···~·.· .
23 Ce CALcULATE THE AHOUNT Of CoRE STORAGE NEEDED e
2q C. fOR THE ~TATICS MATRIX ·IAI. •
25 c•• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
26 NRA .. 3.NODES
27 NCA .. 3eMEM6RS
8 NCAL q NCA + NLOADC
29 ISA .. NCAl e NRA
o CALL MCOREIAI!SAII
1 c•••••••••• ••······························!·········· .
2 C. 'READ IN THE lOAD VECTORS. •
3 c·.········.·······························.·········· .
q DO 1000 I=I.N~OAOC
5 REAOIB.IOOINLQAoS
6 00 IUoO J=I.NUOAOS
7 READIB.IOOIN.TI.T2,T3
S N .. IJeN-31.N,AL
9 K = NCA + I
~o AI N + K I .. T I
~1 N .. N+I1CAL
~2 AIN+KI"T2
UN" N+NCAl
~q AI N + K I = TJ
15 1000 CONTI HUE '
~6 c•• • •• ••• •••• ······.·······················,···,······ •••~-~
7 C. READ IN THE JOiNT AND MENBER RElEA5E~ •
a c•• •••• •• •••• ··.·················.·,·················· •••••
~ IflNJR .EQ. OIGO TO 1200
o 00 IlpO I .. I.NJR
1 REAOla.IOOIN
2 RfI3.NI .. -2
3 00 IIPO J=I.MEMBR5
" IflNEAIJI .EW_ NI CfI3.J-l1 d -I
, IflMEBIJI .EQ. NI CfI3.J 1"-1
1100 CONTI NuE













IFIM .EQ. HEAINII CFIJ+N-II ~ -I
IFIH .EQ. HEijlNl1 CFIJ+N I ~ -I
1210 CONTINUE
N~OE •• T30"fORCE x·








c•• • ••• •• •••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
C+ CALCULATE THE NO OF OELETED HOWS INOR, AND COLUHSINDCI
C•• • •• ••• •••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1250 NOH ~ 0
NOC = a
00 l.3nO I~I,NHA
1300 IFIRFIII ,EQ.-I ,OR. RFIII
00 1'1(10 I=I,NCA
1'100 IFICFIII .EQ. -II NOC = NOC +1c·.··.··· · .
C+ REAO IN PROGRAMHING OUTPuT OPTIONSc·.··.···.· .. · · · .
REAOI8,IOOINP!,NPF
c·········· .. ···...•...· · ~.· ··.·.· .














FOR HAT I 1111 ,I , I H 01 2 A6 I
FORHATIII.IH ;. LOAD CASE ',16,1.'
+,T50.'FORCE vt'T70"HOHENT',/I
FORHATCI6,T25,FII.'1,T'I5,FII.'1,T65.FII.'11










































































C•• • •• ••• •••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••
C. THiS ~UBROUTIIIE SETS UP THE StATICS HATRIX IAl. •











11AJ .. 1iEA IJ I
HBJ .. HEBIJI
LENGTHIJI .. SQRT1IXCOROIMBJI-XCO~OIMAJII •• 2+
+ IYCOROIHBJI-yCOROIHA v l l •• 21
SGHA .. I'COROtHBJI - 'CORDIIIAJII / LENGTHtJI
CGHA .. IXCOROIHBJI - XCOROIHAJIII LENGTHtJI
SL .. SGHA I LENGTHIJI -
CL .. CGHA / LENGTHIJ)





AI3-HAJ-NCAL-NCAL + 1+11 .. 1.0






































































-I .OR. RFlI$+ll .E9. ;'2IGQ TO 30











IflCflKI ,EQ. -IIGO TO 10






C- LOOK FOR A NON-ZERO ELEMENT IN COLUNN
C- J BENE.TH ROW 1.
c········ ·•.......···.. ·· ~ · ··,.~.. ·· · ,..~.:
20 IFIRflI+II.NE. -I .AND. Rf(!+11 .NE. -2IGO TO 25
I " I + I
If I I .GE. lIRA IGO TO 100
GO TO 20
DO 30 K " I.NRC
IfIRFIK+II.EQ.
If I A651 AIi'::-NC4L
CONT I rwE
Ifl.J .GE. NCA~GO TO 100
C•••••••• •••• ··.~•• ••••• ••• •• •••••••• • ••• • ••••• •••••• • •••••••••••••'
C- If ALL THE ELEMENTS III COLU/1il ..I AHE Zt::RO BELOW
C- ROW.J THEN THIS'COLUMN IS LINEARLY DEPENDANT
C- ON THE pREVIOUS COLUMNS. fLAG iHIS COLUMNi
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••• t




C- If THFRE IS O~E NON-ZERO ,ELENE NT • LOQI( fOR
C* THE L~RGEST ELEMENT IN CQLU~N J.
c·.········ .. ··· .•·.··········.!•.·.··.·.···•·······•· .
~O XMAX" 0;0 .
00 ~2 K=I.NRC ~
T " AASIAII(-NaAL +
IflRflK+ll .EQ. -I
Ifl XMAX .GE. llGO
L " K
XI1AX ;. T
'12 CONT I rJUE
c·.········.··················.··.····················..•......•..•.
C- If THE LA~GESI VALUt:: IN COLUMN J IS NOT IN
C- ROW l' TH~" S~OP ROW 1 ~ITH iHE Row'iN WHIC~
C- LARGEST ELENgNT wAS FOUND.
C·.········ ..······~·············.···················· .
IflL .EQ' IIGO TO 60
DO 50 1("I.NCAC;
I • AlL-NCAL + 1(1
DOUGLAS II I.ROI'IELN
1 SUBROUTInE RoaELN
2 c-.· ~ .. ~ , ,
3 C- THIS SuOROUTINi; REDUCLS THE STATICS :1ATRU "
• C- IAI To ITS ROW-ECHELON fORM SO THAT THE
5C- INOEpENDAnT SE~F-STRESS SYSTEMS MAY BE IDENTIfiED I







































































IIll_NC,\l .. Kl .. AII_NCIIl .. Kl ':
All-tJCAl+KI .. T "
50 CUNT I fwE /:
C· , .••••••••••• !,;
C- GlT 1.0 IN pOSITION I,J BY DIVIDING ,[
C- ROI'l I BY THE VALUE III AII,JI. ,iI,
c·.·········.·····.·······.···.·.~· ..· ··· ~ .
60 T - AII-NCAl + JI ,
00 65 K-l,NCAI.
IfICflKI .EQ. -IIG,) TO 65
AII_NCAl + Kl - AII_NCAl + KliT
c·.·~······•• ···.··~········.·.· •• ·•••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• ! ••••c- opERATE ON Al~THE RO~S IEXCEpT ROW I~ SO THAT '
C- THEy NAVE ZEROES IN COLUMN J,
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••••• •• • • • • • • • , ••• - t
6S CONTIfll,JE
00 72 K-OolIRC
IflRflK+ll .EQ, -1 ,OR, ~fIK+11 ,EQ, ~2IGO TO 72
tr r K .EO. IIQO TO 72
,K2 .. K_NCAl
T - I'IK2 + J)
00 70 l=I.IlCAL;
IflCFlll .EQ. -I'GO TO 70
AlK2 + II .. IIIK2+ II - T-IIII_NCAl + ~I
IflilBSIAIK2 +' III ,LT. I,OE_81 AIK2 + II '" 0,0
70 CONTINUE
72 CONTIlwE
C•• • •• ••• •••• • •• •• • ••• • •••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••
C. IF THr PROCESS IS COMPLETE, EXIT.
c·.·········.······~··········.··.····.·.··.··········...•..... ! ••• ,CF I J I _ 0 '
If I I .GE, NRII .OR, j ,GE. NCIlIGO TO Ida
I - 1+1
































































REAL lENGTH.I~'Ma -c·.· .. ·····.·········································· .


















C+ SET lIP THE R~SIOUAL fORCE SYSTEHS fHeH THE LINEARLY •
C+ OEpEiWA,H CO~1J11NS 1N I AI.. "+
c·.········.·······,············,··,·······!·········· .
KC ". 0
00 20 1''1. URA
IflRfll1 ,EQ, ·1 ,OR. Rflll .i~' ·2IGO TO 20
KR = !JRA-I
KC .. KC+I




If ICflJI .NE. 1160 Til 15
KR = KR+ I




00 '10 J. I, NCA
IFCCflJI .NE. IIGOTO '10 "
KR • KR+l •






If(.1R .LE. OIGO TO 751
00 701 1=1 • .1fl
.11 = 15+( 1·11 + I
J2 • J I + 1'1
WRITElS,20111







1 " I + I
IV R1TEl S .201 I I
WriITEIS.2101ICFIJI.J=Jl,NCAI
00 aOI K • 0,1(3













































































c·.··.···.· •.·.. ··.· ... ·.·.· ... · .....•.... ·.....•...............•.... ;
C. SHIRE TlfE 5lfAI<EDOWN CONSTf/AlllT EQUATIONS
C•• •• •• •• •••• • ••••• ! ••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • ~., •••• , \






IFI K'I .EQ. J IGO TO '15








C- NUL. T1PLY Tti~ sELF STREsS SYSTEliS BY rue fLE;i6ILlTY
c. MATHIX IFI, , ,c·.······.· .•···.·· ·.·.· .
00 60 I=NltA.KJ
KR • I*IICAL
DO 60 J=I.tfErlBRS ,
1<2 = 3_J-2.
K'i =·K2+1
K5 = K'i+ I
Al = AIKR + K't I
A2 = AIKR + K51
FI = LENGTHIJl/13.0.EIJI_IZIJ11
f2 = LENGTHIJ~/16.0*EIJ).lZIJll
AIKR + K21 " IAIKR + K21*LEHGTllIJl/IE1JI.AREAIJIII



















IflJR .LE. OIGO TO 75
DO 70 I"'I.JR
Jl " 15-11·11 .. I



















c·.··.··· .••.•·•····•····•··••.·..•.••••.··••••• •• ••• ·.••.••••.•••...
C. STURE rur 51t"I<EOOWN CllNSTRAllIT [(,IllATIONS /
C•• •••••••• •• • ••• ••••••••••• ••• • •••••••• •• • ••••• ••• •• • ••••••••• , ••••• .'
CAll [RTRANI6;'aASG,T 12••• ~ "





rr r K't .EQ. 3 IGO TO '+5








C- I1Ul,.TlPlY Ttii; SELF" sTRESS 5Y5TEI1S BY rue flE;I8ILlTY
C- MATIlIX IFI. , ,
C·.······ .•.•· .••···.·.······~.· ••.•.•••.••.••..••.••·.•...•.•...•...






Al = AIKR + Klfl
A2 = AIKR + KSI
Fl " lENGTHIJf/13.0-EIJI_IZIJ11
F2 = lENGTHIJ~/lb.O-EIJI.IZIJII
AIKR + K21 = IAIKR • K21.LE~G1HIJ)/lt\J).AREA\J)))
AIKR + K'tl " IAi-fl - A2_F"21







DO 6'1 I =lmA. K~
Tl = n.O
DO 62 J=l,UCAlJ









IfCJH .lE. OIGO TO 75
DO 70 l=l,JR
JI = IS-II-il + 1






















c ~ ••••• 1,
C- STUkE TilE SIIIIKEDOWN CONSTkAlrlT E~lJIITlONS I!
C•• •• •• •• •••• • ••• ·.! ·.. · · · , !;
'is
50






IFI K'I .EQ. J IGO TO '15









c·.········.····.···· .. ··•·· ... ·•... ··.·.··•••. ·.···.•••.....•...•..•..
C- MUL.TIPl.Y THO; SEl.F' STRESS SYSTEI1S BY rue Fl.E;IElll.ITY,
C- MilT III X I E'I • ,
, 'C·.······.·.····.·············.· ··.·.··.·..·.··.. · .
DO 60 I-NltA.KJ
KR - I-UCAI.DO 60 J-I.I1ErlBRS I
K2 -3-J-2.K'I - • K2+ I
K5 - K't+1Al - AIKR + K't IA2 = AIKR + KSI
FI - I.ENGTHIJJ/IJ.O-EIJI_IZIJllF2 -LENGTHlJl/16.0-EIJI-IZIJIIAIKR + K21 = IAIKR + K2IaLEWGT~IJI/I~'JI.AREA\JIII
AI KR + K'II " IAI-FI - A:.!.F21
II I KR + K51 a IA2-FI - AI-F21



















IFIJ~ .l.E. OIGO TO 75
DO 70 l=I.JR
JI ~ IS-II-II + I
























I ,. I + I
IjliiTEcS,200J I
a~ITEI5,21011CF1~I'~=JI'NCAI











































C- THI~ SUO~OUrIIIE SOLVES FOR THE ElA~TIC FORCES,
C- IT USES GAUSS-JORDAN REDUCTION ~ITH PARTIAL pIVOTING.








IFIRFII'"11 .N~, -I .AND. RFll+11 .NE. -2IGO TO 25
I = 1+1
GO TO 20
00 30 K = I.NtiC
IFIRFII;'"11 ,E"', -I .OR. RFlr,+1 I ,Ell, ..21(;0 To 30
IFIAUSIAIK-NCAl" JII .GT. I.O£-7IGO TO ~o
30 CO/IlI ,JUEC·.······ ...........•..................................................
C- IF All THE ELEMENTS IN COLUMN I ARE ZERO BELOW I
C- THEN TilE I Til COlUflN IS LINEARLY DEPENDANT ON THE
C- PREViOUS COlUflNS' HENCE ~E HAVE A MECHANISM.














T - AUSIAIK-NQAL .. JII
IfIRFIK+1 J .EQ. -I .OR. RFIKH) .E~. "2IGO TO '*2




Ifll .EQ. IIG~ TO 60
00 50 K-I,NCALi
T • ~ll-NCAl t KI
All_NCAl + KJ • AII-NCAl + KJ
AII_NCAL '" KJ • T
CONTlllUE
T • AII-NCAl t J)
00 65 K'OI.NCAL .
IFICFIK) .EQ. -IIGO"TO 65
AII_NCAl + KI = AII-NCAl .. KIlT
CONTINUE
00 72 K-O.NRC
IFIRFIK+I J .E8. -I .OR. RFlK+1 I .EG ••2160 TO 72
IFI K .EO. 1160 TO 72
K2 = K-NCAL
T _ ,\IK2 + J)
If IT .E8. olGa ·TO 72
00 70 L=I.IICAI.
IFICFILI .EQ. -I )GO TO 70
AlK2 + II = A'K2 + II - T-AII_NCAl + II































c •• • ••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
C- If liATKIY. ilE(HJCTIOi'l IS· COt\f>LI::TE, EUT.
C•••••••• •••• • ••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,




bOO fORtHTlIHI.II,lH" THE AUGJIEI~TEo STATiCS MATRIX IS"
.. , SINGULAR,',/I,! STRUCTVRElS A MECHANISM,'",
+' SOLUTIoN TERHINAT~O,"",
+' .SINGULARITY OCCURS NEAR THE NOOE '~16,"














































lFI~F(JI .[Q. -IIGO TO '10
K = K+J
IFIRFIJI .NE. -21uO TO 10
dlKl = 0.0
GO TU 20
BIKl = AIU+NCIL-NCAL • "CA+Il







TIMEI2 = TIMEl2 - TI/1EID
dMITEI5.2SUI TIMEI2
C••~•••• ••••• • •••••••• ~ •••••••••• _•••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • •
C- FURrlAT STATE"~NTS FOLLOU. •C·.······ •...·..... ~ ...............•.........•........... ... .. .
, ,
FUriMATIIIII.I.T'Io,' ELISTIC SOLUTION' ,/.T'II. '''''.==============' I
fURflAYlll,T'IO,' L a A 0 CAS E '.13,/1
FURMATIT1'I"A~IAL',T25"::'llEi\1n,T'i",'ENDHOMEIITS')
FORl1ATl' ~ENu~n',TI1.!fOkCE',t2S"FOH,E"T3."NUOE',
+T'I3, "10MEtlT' ,T53' 'NODE' 'TbS. 'fIOMENT' 1
fORHATI15,T7,~12.'I,T20,rl~.'1,t3'1.15,T.O,rI2 •• ,TSJ,15'Tbo.Fl2,'






























































)·)UGlAS II I • lPPSl T
1 C•• • •••••••••• ~ •••• *•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••• •••• • •• •• ••
2 C- T,115 ~IJdRaIITI~c 5lTS UP filE ll~EAk PNO&RAMMIWG PROBLEM.) c·.··.···· ... ·.·.~_..•. ·••.•....•.•.........••••..••....•..•... ~ ••••







11 .. /lll0CK b/Rf I 200 I • cr 1200 I
12 REAL lENlirlloiltflU
13 IIlTEGER Cf.RF'
1~ c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••
15 C- fOR THE SIIAK~Do~h AIIAlYsIS. FIND THE MAXiMUM AND MINIMUM
1& C- MOMENTS AT EACH NODl. USE THESE AS THE fiRST CONsTRAltIT.
17 c•••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••• • • • • • •! •••••••
IS KI ; I
19 K2 ; :>
IJ NkAC • lICA-NOC"wDH
II DO 20 I=I.NRAC
12 KZ = KZ"I
13 IFI K2 .EQ. JIGO TO IS
1'1 IFlRFlIl.EQ. -I .OR. RflIl .EG. -2IGO TO ao
25 XMAX. AII-NCAl.NCAl + NCA+II
16 XMIN _ All-NCAl.NCAl + NeA+11
17 IflNlOAOC .EY. IIGO TO 12
10 DO 10 Joo2.NlOADc
19 XMAX = AHAX·llllllAX.AII-NCAl-UCAL+NCA"Jll
1J XMIN = AI1INIIXtllN.AII-NCAl-UCAl"UCA+Jll
11 10 CONTluuE
12 12 RHSIKI I; ..XMAX
)j RHSIKI+II = -IIMIN,
)q KI - "1"2
S GU TO 20
& IS K2 = 0
17 20 CONT 1NuE
J>j NCC _ KI-I
19 NHC - NCA-NDCtUDN-NRA
\J !lkl = NRC"I
II NCM = ,'lCC-1
i2 c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • •
3 C. CAlCUlATE TIlE COllAPSE lOAD fACTOR ~OR
'C- AlTERNAflUli PLASTiciTy.
tS c•••••••••••••••••• ! ••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••• , ••••• ~ •••• • • • • • • • • • •i, IfltllOADC .i.e • r r s o TO 32
7 KI = 1
a AlTH = 1000.0
9 DO 2s I = I.M~M3HS
J IFlCFI3-1-11 .EQ. -I .ANU. CFI3.11 .EG •• IIGO TO 25
I IFICF(3-1-11 .Eo. -IIGO TO 22
2 T~MP = 2.0-MOIII I lRHSIK11 ..R~SIKI .. II)
3 IFIAlTM .IT. TEM~IGO TO 2~
'\ AL Ttl = TEup
S KHAl = I
, KJAl _ MEAIII
7 2'1 KI-KI"2
3 22 IflCFI3-11 .EO. -IIGO To 25

















.Eg. -llGO TO 80



































c ••··.·····_··················.·· ••• •••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••.
C- SET UP THE.COsT V[CTOR.
c·.········ .. ············•····.··.·.·················· -
K2 _ I
1>0 BO I" I. !1ElIiiRS
75
IfIALT:\ .LT. '(MPIGO TO 26
AL Tn " TEflP
KHAL " I
K"'AL " nt.a I I I
26 KI" 1\1 + Z
7.5 cou r IIIUE
GO TO 36
c
3Z ALT" " -I.U
c
36 00 30 J"O.NCN
AII+J.IIRL) " ~HsIJ+11
30 CONTI·~LJt.:
c •• • •• •• ••••• • ••••••••• • ••••••• ; ••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••
e. AO-lUST CORE rlEQUINEMENTS rON THE L.P.P. PNOBLEH.
c·.······.· .. ·· .. ··· .. ········.·· .... ·.·.··.··.·····•· ...•..
KI _ "lCA-NOCtNoNl-NCAL
K2 _ NCC-NRL
If I 1\1 ,GT. KllCALL LCONElAIK211
IFl 1\1 .LT. K21CALL NCOREIAIK111
c •• • •• •• ••••.• • ••••• • •• •••••• ••• • ••••• • ••• ~j •••• ••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
. C. SET uP THE OTllt:N CONSTH.HuTS FROM ·.THE sTOR£O. S£LF STRESS
e. SYSTEMS oaTAIUEo DURING THE ELASTiC ANALySiS. . .




All + J-NRL-NRLI -
AII+J*NHLI
'+0 COin I "UE
c·.········~·········.········.·· ... ····•···•·········•........•....
C. SET uP TH£ RIGHT HAND siDE vECTOR IHHSI,








































I f I X I 71 " 2.,lRL
If 1 X I II ) " 'IUOO
IF 1 X I ? I ea 0
IflXliUl " 0
IfIXlII) " riP I
IFIXI12) " NPF.
IFiXIIJ) " 0
IflX11'l) " IIflXIIS) " 52




























J C•••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~•••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • •
1 C. C'\LL TilE LINEAR PROGRAHlllrJG PACKAGE TO SOLliE FOil THE •
1 C- LOWEST COLLAPSE LOAD fACTOll. •

































rr r r our r n ,.EJ.
IfIIULlTll) .E;).
If110uTC!) .E.~.
rr t rour t r ! .EQ.








TI .. • -'
T2 = -XIJ)
NR ITE I 5 • 2q 2 I I ..II EA( I ) • TI • T2
j( I = I
00 ILl l'OI.MEMilRS
'1I11TEI5.2351
TI = • •
IFICfI3+1-1) .Eo. -I)GO 10 30
00 20 J'O 1. NRL ,
IFIJX,JI .EQ. Kl IGO,TO J'/
IFIJXIJ) .EO. KI+I)GO TO 36
CONT 1 :,'JE
GO TO 32








i,K ITE (.5.2211 AI. TI1
I/RITEI5.222IT
GO TQ 't









































I 5 UB 11 0 tJ T I il E 5 KuN0 I 0 [j J , X • J x , 1oUT • A L. HI .1<. MAI. • K J AL • HE I1BR 5 I NRL • HCC
,T1t1E10I
DIM E t< 5 10" J X I I 00 ) • XI 100) 01 0 u T I ., )





















































fURNATIII.HI .T20,' iNCREl1ErlTAL COLLApSE LOAu FACTOR =',f8,'+1
fORMATI/I.IM ~T2a.· ALTERNATI~G PlAST!CITY CULLAPSE LoAa'.
+' FACTOR ='.Fa.~1
'fURNATI//IIH .T2U,' MINIM,UrI COLLAPSE LOAD FACTOR ='.r:G.~oI'
+T2I,bnl'='11
fURMATI//I.1Ii ,,20,' ONLy A SItllilE LOAD CASE - SO WE ftAVEf












Llll 2" J= I. r~IIL
IFIJX(JI • EQ • iq )(;0 TO ~~
IFIJXIJ) • EQ. 1<1+IIGO TO ~6
25 CUNTI:w£
GO TO '12
'10 T I = •••
~2 • ~RITLI5,2~OIM~OII)'TI
GlJ TO 50
~~ TI " • + •
12 " .UJ)GO TO '1is
~6 TI = ·-.
T2 = -x I J)
~8 ilK !TEl 5.2521 M!:[} III. T I, T 2
SO K I = I': I • 2
10 CCJI~T I i~U£
C
IF1AlTl1 .LE. -0.05IGO TO bO
~klT[15.2bOIKMAL.KJAL
C
60 CALL' T.I tiE I TIIIEZO I
T = TI~lE20 - TIt-lEIO
I'HliTEIS.Z801 i
C
230 FUR~tATl/I/o1H 'T20 •• INCREMENTAL COLLAPSE L.OAD Mt::CHANISMS."/
+0120" tlltJGE fjOsITloa' 'lOX. 'ROTAtIO~/' ./olH .T20,
+'. MEI111ER JOI:lT',j'
23S fORMATlltl J





2bU fOt/IlAIII/.T20;' ALTEllNATING IlINGE III MErW(R:'oIJ.1
+ , T3 9 •• 1\T JO IIJl : • oJ 3')
280 FURrlATI//.T2I,' IllrAl EXECUPO:l T1f.IE :'.f9.'1 •• SECOtlDS.'1
RETURI,
END
c·.········~.··t ••. ~.~ ...•.••....•.••.••.•.•.•.•.••••••••..
C. FOkNAT 5TATEilENTS fOLLOW. •
C··········.. ······•·.•···.••·.·· ... ·•.·.•· •.·········.... ~
200 fUIlMATIIHI1f30" S Ii A KED 0 i'l N SOL U r I 0 11.'.1
+t\H·T31.361',,'),1111
FORiiATIIIl .T2;).' SOluTIm/ IS FEAS1ULE Arlu OPTIMAL,')
FUR NAT I I H • T 2 J " NOli - F ~ A5 I d L E SOL u r l ou, • 1
FORNATI III .T20" SOLUTION 1$ Uf/BOUNDED,'I
rOtlNATIHI .T20,' lTERATl(H~ lliliT REACHED.!!
fURMATI III .T2:;" ERROR IN I;WuT TO LPp DETECTED,,!
























































fURMATIII.liI ,T2U.' INCREMEI1TAL COLLApSE LOAu FACTOR .'.F8.'1)
fORMATIII.ltt .T20.' ALTERNATING PLASTICITY COLLAPSE LoAD',
+' fACTOR .'.fB.'I)
'FOIHIAT III I IH • T2U.' MIN IM.un COLLAPSE LOAD fACTOR .' ."=.8. '1,1,
+T21.6:l[ '''') I
foRMATIIII.liI .T20.' ONLY A SI/IGLE LOAD CASE - SO WE IIAVE'




IFlJ'<IJ) • EQ • i< I JGO TO '1'1
IFIJXIJI • El) • KI+IIGO TO '16
25 CONT I :wE
GO TO '12
'10 Tl = •••
'12 • ARITl(5.2~0)M5GII).TI
GlJ TO 50
'1'1 Tl = • +'
U = X I J )
GO TO 'Ill
'16 Tl = ·-'T2 = -XIJ)
'~B UHITE15.252IMEBII).TI.TZ
50 K I = r: I + 2
10 CONTliwE
C
IFIALTM .LE. -0.(5)GO TO e.o
~klTEI5.2bOIKMAL.KJAL
C
60 CALL' T,l nEI Tlt1E20 )













C. FOIl/1AT STATE;lE,;TS FOLLOW. •
C··········,.·················.··.· .. ·.·.··•····•····· . ~ .•.
200 fURMArllHI.TJO.· S H A KED OWN SOL uri 0 N.'.,
+.IH 'TJI.36! '''')./11)
fORHATII,. ,T2;).' SOLUTIO~j Is FEASluLE ANu OPTI;lAL.'1
fURHArllH .T20.· NON - f~ASIdLE sOLurloN.')
fORnATIIH .TZO,' SOLuTION Is UNBOUNDED.')
fONMATllH .T20.· ITERATION LIMIT REACHEO.!)
fURMATlll1 .T2~.' ERROR IN 1;1PuT TO LPP DETECTED.')
'fORMATllil .T2.,),' OPTIMUM NOT CHANGED IN LAST '100U CYCLES::)
C
230 fORMA11111.1H 'T20,' INCRtMENTAl COLLAPSE LOAD MECHANISMS,',I
+.120.' HINGE AOsITIDN'.10X"ROTAflON'.I.IH ,T20 •







26U FURllArll/,T2U;' ALTEIINATING HItlGE IN HErllJ(R:'t1J./
.,T39.'AT JOIllT:'.131


















































































Explanation of Data Input
line 1 ,
line 2
lines 3 to 1 ,
Title of example
Structural parameters kj, kn, kr, kR., kjr, kmr
kj = number of nodes
km = number of members
kr = number of restrained nodes
kR. = number of load points on load cycle
kjr = number of node releases
kmr = number.of member releases
Cartesian co-ordinate X, Y of each node
lines 8 to 11: Member end nodes (i.e. member incidences),




lines 17 to 18
line 19 :
lines 20 to 21
line 22:
line 23 :
E (Youngs Modulus), A (Cross-secti,0nal Area.),
I (Moment of Inertia) and M (Limit Moment) of each membero
Number of the constrained nc~e and the constraint
in the X, Y, e direction (- 1 = constrained;
o = unconstrained)
Number of loaded nodes for the 1st load point
Loaded node number and load components (in the
X, Y and e directions)
Number of loaded nodes for the 2nd load point
Loaded node numbers and load components
Number of loaded nodes for the 3rd load point
Loaded node number and load components
Number of loaded nodes for the 4th load point










line 24 Inte~ediate and final printout indicators (1 =
Printout Intermediate and/or Final Information from











1 CYCLE IG'O\ IG.Gj I-G.GI I-G.O\
A~ CASE I
DE FORCE X FORCE y tlOMErH
1 .0000 .0000 .0000
2 1.000U .0000 .0000
3 .0000 .0000 .0000
~ .0000 .0000 .0000
S .0000 .0000 .0000
40 CASE 2
JE FOIlCE X FORCE Y HOl1Etn
1 .0000 .0000 .0000
2 1.0000 .0000 .0000
3 .0000 -1.0000 .0000
q .0000 .0000 .OOOU, .0000 .0000' .0000
\0 CASE 3
E FOIlCE X FORCE, Y MOMEUi'
I .0000 .0000 .0000
2 -1.000U .0000 .0000
3 .0000 -1,0000 ~O
q .000u .0000 .0000
S .0000 ,0000 .0000
0 CASE 'I
£ FOflCE,X FORCE V MOMENT
1 .0000 ,0000 .0000
2 -1.0000 ,DODO .0000
3 ,0000 .0000 .0000
q .0000 .0000 .0000
5 .0000 ,0000 .OOOU















L a A 0 C A 5 E I
AXIAL SHEAR END MOMENTS
1EI1 FORCE FORCE NODE HOMENT NODe: 110MENT
J .1875 .5002 I .3127 2 .1875
I -.'1 998 -~1.87S 2 _.1875 3 .0001
I -.'1998 -.1875 3 -.0001 'I -.187'1
i -.1 1175 .'1998 'I .187'1 5 ,3123
L 0 A D C A S E 2
,
AXIAL SHEAR END MOMENTS --
ER FORCE FORCE NODE MOMENT NODS 110MENT
I -.3125 .200'1 I ,212lj 2 -.012'1
1 -.7996 .3125 2 .UI2'1 3 ,3001
-.7991> -.1>875 3 -.3001 'I -.387'1_
-.1>875 ,7991> 'I .307'1 5 ,'1122
L 0 II D C A 5 E 3
AXIAL SHEAR END MOMENTS
Ell FORCE ForlCE NODE MOI1EIH NODg MOMENT
I -,1>875 -,3001 I -.11126 2 -.3875
1 .1 999 .6875 2 .3875 3 .3000
,1 999 -.3125 , 3 -.3000 'I -,0125
-.3125 - .1999 'I .e125 5 -.212'1
L 0 II 0 C A S E ,
AXIAL SUEAR END MOMENTs
Ell FORCE FORCE NODE MOI1ENT NOD~ 110MENT
I ; .-. 1875 -.5002 I -.3127 2 -,1875
.'1 998 ,1875 2 .1875 3 -.0001
,'1998 ,1875 3 ,0001 'I ,187'1
,1 875 -.'1998 'I _.187'1 5 -,3123












0' r« 11 U~lvtRSITY Of WISCONSIN COHP~TlNG CENTER - svaROUTlllE 51"P~< CALL 'AGE PRO»LEH 10
$HAKDN
, K 1 , R " ( 0 I , T E OU'PU7
TIHt 0' IN.tRSIOu 1 • .011 SEC
IN ouT HINIMUM PIVor I TtUTION ITER. SINCE
COLUMN COLUNN REDUCED CosT RAT 10 DEytRM I N<NT TlNE-.ILSEC I"VEHSIOh• 0 -,32+01 .00 .o2O+OJ 1,. II 0 -,35"'01 .00 .1OofOL 1•• Z
12 0 -,".01 .00 .20+01 '.0 )
IS 0 •• t.J.Ol .17·00 .2'·01 ',0 ,
2 IS -.2)"'Q.o o\q+o\ .1$.401 ',0 5

























SD~Ul10N lS QPT1M~~' H(~~ ObJECTIve.







TIHE or"INvERSIOH 2 • ,(Jle SEC
SO~~TION rs o'rIMA~' ~'M. 08JECTIVE _
, I II , L
.27ft~5$~7.0l





SUN Of /DJ( lu BASIS















































SHAKE-DOWN S O·L UTI 0 N.
93•.
SOLUTION IS FEASI8LE AND OPTIMAL.
INCREMENTAL 'COLLAPSE LOAD FACTOR. 2.'S76
--
ALT<RNATING PLASTICITY COLLAPSE LOAD FACTOR. 2.7576
MINIMUM COLLApSE LOAD f,ACTOR = 2.7576
INCREMENTAL COLLAPSE
HINGE POSITION













ALTFRNATING HINGE IN MEMBeR: 1
AT .JOlra: 1
. ,



























































IItt II I " Z.'lNP
,lflA2 = NI':Al
IlLAI = 3-:..EL
NCAZ = NCAI + I .
C·.··.·················································
.C. IlEAl) IN TtlI': nOUilDAIlY NODE" 'H.I~lilE~~, •
C•• ················,···············~··················••
•j~ I TE 15 01 071
DO su. 1=1 ,fmil
READ lilolOII-l,.Ji ,J2
"Ill ITt: I 5 01 us ) J 'f J I ' -12 •
IF [Jr .l,f. 0 .At'IO. J:l. EQ. GIGO TO 60
IF'JI .Eu. 0) GO TO S5
If IJ2 .E\). 01 GO TO !>O.
ilf IZ.,I-I) :: I
iIFI2.-I ) = I






"RA .. = :1I'A2 - I
cuur I nuE
UkA) " "CAI + !lIlAl - llHA2
C•• ··.~··.·*.··*.········~·················!·~········...
C- R[AD ItI THE rlUUE CUO~l)l'IATlS. •























'I + II3LOCt;jnli-lI\I.iIHA2,NI~AJ',JCAI ,iICA2.fIEL,NI,p
<; + IULuCKb/E,I.U,YIELO'31
;" + I BL0 CK7 I IJ P I I 50 I • NP..J I 50 I ,:1 P K I 5 u I ,X I 50 I , Y.1 50 I
7 ~lAL ~U .
J IllTEGiOll IlF, cr
9 UI11EtlSIO,I TITLE\UI
IJ C*.··.····· .. ··~·························f *••••
II C. J Aill IIl)·l ELI:> T
Jl C. ;;;;;;='O'O==== •
W C. •
1'1 C. IHlp = :)0 OF NUOE POlfllS •
Ie; c. rill. = ;10 OF £LGI1ErHS
I; C. l<lll' = ,10 OF IlOUN[)AtlY I.ODES
17 C. IIU, = 110 OF Lu"OrU ,IO;)E5
iJ C. Npilil = flO;:JE PUPIT I OF EU.11Elll I
19 C. IIPJ' [I = flOOE puluT J I)F ELEllE:ll I
2.) C. IIPK I II = rlOUE POPIT K OF ELj;IIEill I
21 C. XIII ='x COOP-oIIlATI:: OF flOOE I
:2 C. Y{I1 = Y COOIlU!:IATE UF NOul:: [












C•• ········~.···*·~·f•••••• ·.* ·.·.··..······..··




't Q ,j t( I TEl 5 • 1 U6 I 1 • r,P I I I ) • IJP J I 1 ) • 'I P:< I I r
C•• • •• ···.·.,··.··········~······.····················••
•
•
•REAl> IN TilE MATERIAL PHOPEHTIES,
f<£AIJ III Tlit:, LUAU VECToR.
.IHITll:;·1031














C•• • ••• •••• •• •••••••• •• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
:6 C•••• •• •• •• ••• •• •••• ••• ···.,.·.··.~.·····.·············
'7 HEAl) (i3ol01IE.CiUdYI£LOIII'l=1.31
J J~ITiI5.121)E,"U.\ylELDll).I=1.3)
19 ,IR I TE I S. 150) NilA l' NHA2. NfIAJ. IICA I' NCA2
/ j 15 (j FOR MAT I' "J I~.\ I =, d 3 • ': tJ1/A2 =! d 3 • ': NRA3 ='. 13
I, •• ': NeAl ='.13": IICAZ ='.13)
J2 c·.········~·················~························
J C. FOHilAT STAT,6!1E:ns FQLLO:l. •
















FOI~:IAT I' IllJl1tl£:'< OF lJO[J£ pO'IllTS
• lJUM~EH OF ELEMEllTS
, ,.UlluER ur [JOlJrIDAIH I,ODE5 =
, rlUllul:l~ UF LO ADEl> NOU!:5
FUKllAT I' IWDC: COOf~JlIl,HE:>:. NODE
fORIIATIIs:.I't.rlu.~.rIO,.)
fOHttAT (' ELEME!lT IJOOL5: ELf/len
FOHIlArI 2J)(.IJ,Sx·I:l.SX.I3.5X.13)
FORIIATl' bOU'WArtv ;liJDES: IJOur RESTi<AlIlT x Y (I"'RESI')
fu:lf\AT II fiX. 13. 13X. II • 121
FUHtlA r I' LOADING ,iloa::::
F 0 i< tI AT I 12 J( • I 3 ; F 8 • 3 • Fe .3 )
F 0 1/1'1 Ai I' il AT £ Po I ALP I/O PER TI E5: ! • I .,' E ;0', E I a • I>,

















































JJuGL,\S III. r.SET 2
SlillRU"TIIIE .\~brZ




b + lilLOCi(7/iWI150) ;IlPJI5J) .rIPKI~O) .X(SOi .¥lSOI
7 INTEbfR RF.cF
J C·.· ••·•• •• ~.·~.·.·· •• ·· ••• ~ ••• ·•••*··.· ..·....···.·.··
9 C- .ARIAdLE LIST
lJ c- ==~========== •
















TI " AI~PI)oil. + XINP21-b2 + XINpJ)'83
AKEAII) =IA3032 - A2 003)/2.0
TI " ,\RE.\III/Tl
Ai;: ;":'1.,11
hi" J'I .. T I
42 " A2 0 TI
tl2 " 32 - TI
r.J " A3 - TI
,,3 " J3 .. 11
A I 2. til' J - I • 3 • I - 2 I " UI
1\ I 2 ~ Ni' Z - I • J • I - 2 ) = 112
AI20N;»-I.)_1_2) = fJ3
.\120'4/'1 .Jol-il '= A I
A (2ttf'h'2 .3-1-11. = A2
1\( 2.i·h') .301-11 = AJ
t. I 2 0 "I' I - I • .3 0 I ) = AI
i\' 2*1'lj'11 .3·U = :.II
AI 2 -II,';> - I • 3. I I = A2
Al 2.",">;> • 3. I ) = 112
r.12.i li'J.,.I.3.11 = AJ






































c. fU~MAT STATEMENT~ f0LLU~.
C·········*~·····,·················,













































c. r-n s S'JII;/U'JTI,.E Rt:1JUeES THE JT:.TIC~ 'IAirnx
C - (" I r u I r s f{(H-ECtd:LOfJ FOrHl SO THAT THE:











C. IIIII' ,. ;'Q <IF "f)~E PU un,; -.
C- liE-I. ,. ,,0 OF ELr.'1[NT5
C" j'ltlll ,. 110 or tlU,Jl'IDAHY rJOOE5
C" :IUI ,. i~() OF LllADElJ 110;)[$
C" HFIII,. 11')/1 FLAG Or i10U I If/FIII,;1 IF rlUl; I DELETED I
C. CFIII ,. e~L FLAG OF COL I (tFIII,.1 IF COL I LIN DE?1
C'" i'KAI ,. 110 OF RO.'S III A ICOUIHI:IG :lEU:TC:J BOIlY ROVISI,
C- URA2 ,. "0 OF s o "5'- I~I II IllOUNDARY ;10115 DlL-ETEll)
C" l<f{AJ ,. TUT••\L :W t,lF 1<0;/5 It! TliE AUGI1EtiTEIJ STAr ICS rfATldx
C" flCAI ,. NO UF COLS IN A
C- NeA2 ,. NU UF COLS 1.1 A • NO OF L-yAD VECTORS










C. LOOK FOil A NO;I-ZERO EL£tlEtIT III COLU~1N
C" J LIEut.;. Til ,HO') t.
c·.·······»*··········~·······························...•..........
20 IF I IIF lXl .N£. 1 )liO TO 2!>
I ,. 1.1
.IF I I .(it:. n;~A1I';O TO 100
';0 TO 20
1)\) 3U i':" 1.llRAI
IFIRflKI .EA. 1160 TO 30
IfIAll~(AIK.Jl) .uT. I.OE-71GU TO .0
eONTI;JuE' _
I F I J • Gr , tj( A I I Gu Ta I U0 --c··············,······································ .•....... ~ .•.•
C' IF ALL THE EU:::1EuTS 101 COLUel,' J AflE Z.. RO 'o£LO.\
C. 'RU.l J THEil TH I S COLU:111 1S L I rll:ARLY uEP[:IDANT
C. OJI hll pK[v-IOUS CULUif,IS. FLAG THIs c ot.unu ,
C·.································-··$···~··········· .....•........
CF I J I = 1
J ,. J+I
GU TO zu
C·.········*·····v~... *••• ~~ ••••• *••••••••• # ••• ••• •• •• ••••••••••••••
C.. IF THERe IS OH( iWJI-ZUW ELE/1E/IT'. i.oox FUj{
C- THE L,\.?,jE5T ELt:nENT Itl CULtJ:II1 J.C·.··.·····i *•••••••••••• ~ •••••••• ·.·.~·.·•• ···_·I.~ .































c •••••• ~.*~.~ _, _ 0 ••••••••• '
u U q 1 K" I ." f( ~ I
T = A35IAIK • .J1i
HlilfllO .ro , IlbU r o '12





IF T:IE LARGEST VALUL III 'CULUrI,J J 15 NOT II'
H()~i I. T:tEtJ 5~JOP RO~I I ',.I Til TilE tW.7 III ,tHICII
LARG~ST EL(I(NT 'AS FOUND.
; ,
CFIJI=ll'






c ••·.~···•• ~!··._•.·•• ·•••••••• •· .•••·.·.·~···.·····.· ••••••.•• ~••••







C- L~T 1.0 II, f'OSITIOi I.J bY UIVIUING









c·.···············-···········.··.···················· ......•.. ~•...c- OPEf,ATE ON ALL TilE ~O.lS IEXCEpT HOW I) 50 TH.q
c- THEy ~A~E ZENOES IN COLUMN J.
c····_··~··~····.·············.··.····················....•.... ! ••••
uO 72 K=I,NI<AI
IflRFtKI .EQ. 1160 TO 72
IFI K .E,~. IIGO TO 72
T = .\lK.JI
00 70' L=l tllCA2
"IK,LI = AIK'LI
IFlAIJ5IAIK.LlJ
7 o COllT I nUE
72 CONT ItJUF.
c •• ~ •• ···.·+.··· .. *· •• ···*···~.··.._*~~···~··········· .••••• ! •••••••
C' IF THE P,/l)CESS IS COtlPLETE. EXIT.












































S U811 \): 1 T I ,I L C',.I f' T 2
C U0111 U" IU L LI C K II II II!:> 0 • 15 U )
+ I J L LI CI;;i/ Rr I I 5 J ) ,C F I I S D I









C. iliii' = :10 OF 1JuDE PO I II TS •
C. NEl = II~ elF ELL"ENTS
C' Ili:!1l = iJO OF aUJ!IDI\HY 1100ES
C. I'Ll' = dO ,IF lUJ)DLD 'lOOF.S
C. riFIIl = ~0~ FllIG OF NOa I INFII);1 IF RU~ I DELEYED)
C> CFIII = CUl FLAG OF C')L 1·ICFIll=1 IF CUl I LIN OEP)
C. i'iH.I = f'u OF lIOnS Il~ A ICOUIITIIIG OElLTElJ ::lORY RUIISI
C' i'i,A2 = i"U OF ROI/5 IN ,\ IflUUI1UARY 110••S DtlETEiJl
C. NRAJ = lJTAl '10 OF "U~5 IN TIlE AUGNErlTEU STATICS HATHIX
Co. ,ICill = l'i) UF CULS IN II
C. ,lCA2 = 'H' OF CUL~ II. 1\ • IlO OF lOAD VECTURS
C. I. J, K. L AilE CUIJrlTERS
C·.······*·J···············*··.··.·.··~····.··········.
C······~····~········t•....•.........•.•.••.••....•••• . .•••..•. .••••
C. SET uP TilE riESIOlJAL FUIlCE SYSTEI1S fkO~ TI1E LHlE.ARLY •




IFIIlFILl .E'). II GDI020
K" = ':II A I
KC = ~C+I
.10 IfICFIKC) .EO.OlbO TO 12
KC = ,(C+I
(,0 TO III
12 ()U IS J=lirJCAl
IFICfjJI .IIE. 1160 To IS




KI< = 'iRA I
u D '1U J = I • ~ l C A I •
IflCFIJI .IIE. IIGD TO ~O
"I< = Kfl+-I
AIKR'JI = -1.0
'10 CU,IT I :,UE
ca ••••••••• ~ •• ~t···t·······~······~·.··




If I 1,\ .LI. U~ GO TO 71
KI = ::CAI/16 +- I
00 z u K=I,Kl
,IHITE/S.ZOOI K












Jl = J 1 + IS
I, (J:l .(;T. IIC.II J,2 = NCAI
Ilv 70 1=1011.14"
T I =




II CvilT I'iul::C·.········4 ..•..•..••.••• ~.~ •.••••.• ·••.•• ,••.•••••••••••.••••.•••••
C- 5(1)1'[' r.u; ';i1,~t;E)O'''N CO:'J5Tf,AI:JT EQUATION5
C·.···~····~·······~~······,···············~··~·······.•.••.•...•...•
KI = ;;11111,+ I
cr. L L r:1 TIIAfJl I> •• ;;) A5 G • T 12. • 'I
lHi 5.) I=KI.NIIA3
uu 51] J=I.NCAI
II fi ITt: I I ill A( I • J )
CuNT I :"'JE
t."Ll r : LE 12
RE''IlNJ 12
c~.·j······..···.··············~·.·~···~··············~ ••...•• ~ ..•.•.
C.. NULrIPLy THE St.Lr STJ<£SS SYSTEM:; 3Y TIlE fLEXlllILlTY
C., .. ATHIX 11'1 •
.C•• • •••• ·¥.J~···.. ·············¥··~··!··············· .....•.....•.....
00 s o I = KI.;j'{A~
~ = LJ
LlIJ Ill! J= I,dlCA I' 3











iJO 'J<; J= I. r,CA I
Tl' = ,\ll,\XIITI •.\fjSI.Hl.J)I)
llS ,CONTI:JtJE
11 = u.S/TI
DO 90 J= I ';,CA i
AII.JJ = AII.JI.TI





I F I I A • C'. 0 I Go T a 101
"I = i'CAI/II> i' I
00 i o o K=I.KI
.lill r e 15. 2,J51 K
JI ,. IK-II>lb -. I
JL = Jl + 15
If (J2 .GT. i<Cfd I J2' = NC.\!
IJ() I 0,1 I = I • Ni' 113
T 1 = • •
[FlRflll .NE. II bQ TO 9S

















c •• •••• ··*~..·· ....~·.··~· ..··.·..·.
C- FO~MAT 5TATE0E~TS FGLLU1.
C.····J····t4 ••..•••• ~ •• *.~ .... ~.}.&
loJu rUKilA r 11i11.' A flATRIA ,\U;;IIE'JTE;) ldE:Ful!["
+' MUL T1PL t IfJ" THE: SELF $TI/E:;5 5Y5T£:15(,
+' :3y Tilt: FLE,(AilILITY MhTldXI PAG[', 131
205 rUllij;'TII"l,' A l1i\lRIX 151::LF STflEsS ll'CL.l PAi>E:'t13i





















C- Till S SUIII/OU t lilt: SUL vcs r o« TilE El..\sf IC FORCES.
e. 1T IJSES r;f,L1SS-JUKDA'j R£lJUc T I 011 .~ I Lri P/,I<f I AL r- r vo r Ill".
C·~···¥····.9•••••••••••.•.••••••••.••••• v•••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
CU I11H1.I1 n L u (K 1 I AI 1SO .. SO) -
IfJLUC~2/RF 11 SO) • CF 115J I .





·INI' = :'0 OF ,jOoE PO I m s -
IIEL "010 ..IF ELE;lENl S'I ,HI =;1') OF r;UIlIIDAF.Y IIOU£S
NLII ":10 OF LUADCl! NUDES
kFIII = i/f),I.FLAG UF Inil I IkFlp .. 1 If ROn I llELETEOI
CFIII " CUL FLAG OF COL I IcFIII=I IF CUL I LIN OEPI
";{AI = NO ·OF RIHJ$ li'l ,\ I caUNTi;IG DELET(U tiDltY RO:/S)
Hi/ilZ = NO OF ROWS III A lDOUNDAn' RO~S DELETEDl
NNAJ = ToTAL NO OF RO~S IN THE AUGMEljTE~ STATICS 'lATRIX
IICAI = N,1 OF CUl.S IN A
NCAl = NO OF COLS IN A + NO OF l.OAD VECTORS







c •• ········~.······.·.····.···.··••• ··.····~··.·······.
I = I
J = 1
20 IfIRf!I} .NE. II Gt) TO 25
I = I + I
(,0 TO 20
25· DO 3D K = I.NHA)
IFlilF1K} .EQ. II Gel TO 30
IFIAUSIAIK.JI} .GT. I.OE-J)GO TO ~O
30 ccur 1 tJUE
C•• ··.·····~···~·················.····.···············•••••••••••••••
c- If ALL TdC ELt:NEiITS 111 Cul.UIIII 1 ARE LOW i3ELUI~ I
C. HIEIl TIlE 1 TH COLU:lIl IS l.IN£ArlLY LlEPEIlDA;H ON THE
C- PREVIoUS COLUtlNS' HEliCE ,IE HAVE fI tlccHAlIlSr·l.
c•• •••• ·_ •• ~.·.·*~.~·.····.···.·..!.··~·.············· ~ .
II = 1/2
N = JI3




T = A;'5IAIK • .JJI
lflRfiKI .EIl. II GO ,0 '12


























IflllFIKI .£0. II GO TO 72
11 I K .EQ. 11 GO TO 72
T = ,.tK'JI
IFIT .E~. a.uI GO TO 72
iJu 70 L=I.NCA2
AIK.L) = AIK.LI r-A1I.Ll





c- IF ,1dTRIX R~DUCTI~r1 15 CUMpLETE. EXIT.
C•• • •• ••• •• ~.···.················.····················•••••••••••••••
IFII .GE. 1m,\;! .Ot<. J .Gt.. 11CAIluO TO IUO
1 " 1 + 1
J = .1+ 1
,';0 TO zo
f u;< MAT lift) • II ,III " THE AUG ill rITE D 5 TAT 1 C5 MATI< 1 XIS' •
+' SINGULAR.'.II,' 5TRUCIURE IS A' l'lElHANis~i.,,11
+' SULUTION Tl:Rrnt<ATED.' ,II,
+' SIj,GULARlTY OCCUll$ NEilR ThE NoDE' ,16./.


















5 Ud;l Ud T1i j L I:: L:iLU LIT I n E I I
.1 CuHI1U',/BLOC"I/I\IISJdSUI
+ / U:" J Cr. 2/!~ F ( ! SJ) ,CF i 1S oj »
, ... /1) L 0 Cr_ .; / IJI~ A I • ,i ,{ A2 • Illl AJ • IIC " j • tJCA;;l • NE L • NI, P
... /DLOCK~/Alll"15JI
... /iJLtJCK/,/E.NU.SIGXx.Sl:;YY.SIGXY




J = U ,
nu III 1=I,nHA3
IFIRFIII .Eo. II GO fa 10
J = J ... I
[~IJI = AII,IJCA]1
10 COIH I ;JUE
.il' 1 n. I s ,'2 U0 I





j CALL Tll1E I TlIIE21
I r I iiE;> = T HIE 2 - T I I.E I
dHITE15.2201 TIME]
fURMAIIIIII,' ELASTIC SOLUIIJN,'II/,TIU
+,' El£\·iEt~T' ,125" -nODES' ,137 •• AHEAt .1 1. 9 , 'SlG xx'
+.!66,·SIG yy'.TR2.'SIG XV'/I
fORrlAIITI0'15,T2J,JI~,T3b,f~.2,T~7.FlO",T6'
"'.flo •• ,THO,FIO •• 1

















J ,'-.\5 (II .LPSt. T.3
SUdI/U" T LIE Lf'~C r.il T I .u; II
llI'1ErJ'; 1011 ·TOI.( 'II' IF r x (2U I .Jx 11,,0) oJ JUT ('II. x (162). Y (1621.S (2501
+ , IIIi 5 I b LI 1 ,C 'JS T ( 2 SO) , T ( I 6u I • Eel 6 J • 6 U) • P i I I "G) e ERIi ( 'I 1
Cul1tW·,/UI.DCK I/Al6u, IhQ.)
+ I lJ L 0 C K;U r. f ( I 5 o I ,C f ( I 5 oj I
+ III L UCKJ I: III A I , iHf A2 • ,,1\ AJ ' !l CAl ,tl CA2 • ;1£ L • Ii Il['
+ IGI.OCK~/AREAISUI
+ IlJLUCK6/E,~U'YIE~U(31 .




c•• ·······#$···········································c- iilRI~llLE LIS1
c¥ ~==~===~.==== •
C" ..
.c .. IWp ".,;,) OF NUUE POI Ins -
c.. NEL = ,I') UF ELt:>-l"rH5
c- ,'UN = ~O UF BUU:IJilNY NODES
c. NLH = ~O OF LU'DEll rlUuES
C.. RFII) = ROil FLAG OF HOU I IlcFIII.I IF 'lug I UELETED)
C. CFIII " COL FLA~ OF COL I (CFII)~l IF COL 1 LIN DEl'I
·c. :~RAI = r.o OF ROilS IN A ICOUi·,TlilG.~ELET[j) HDaY RUWS)
C. NRAL = NO UF RO~5 IN A (BOUNOA,fY RO~5 DELETCU)
C. lH1A3 = filTAL rJO !)~ 1,0,'1$ .IN ]dt. AUGME1ITED 5TATIC5 ilATIi!X
C •. I;C"I = ,.1;1 OF.COlS IN\
C. ~CA2 " Mn OF COlS IN A + NO OF LUAD VEClORS.











L " I r- I 113 -t 1
1.eI,J-I) = ESIlI
AII,J I = -t.5II1
CIJliT I :,UE
NCON = NCAI - NRA2















L " IJ-Il/3 + I
A(1,K-.II = TI _ A'lEilILI
.\II,K I '" -TL • Al~EAILl















L = 11-11/3" 1
-/ F I K • c ., • U ) K = J
(D~TIJ-ll • yiELUIKl • ANEAIL)
eUSTI J 1 = dlLlJIKl • AI<£AlL~
'10 cuur I ,UE
e
I F I X I I 1 " 60
[t I X I 2 I = lull
I F I X ( 31 = neon
It 1 XI ~ 1 = j.• 'J ,.\H
I f I X I 5 ) • 0
I F I X \ b 1 = SODO
I F I X1 ]I = 2JJ
Ir 1 X I ,~ ) = 'WOO
I F I X1 'i I = I




t rr x r j s ) = I
IFI;:1151 -60
IFIXIl6) • tjl/AR





























































J< I = ,j'JAR
00 650 I=I.NeON ,
dRI1E(5.b51)1.IAll.Jl.J-l.J<II.Rh51IJ
Fu,lMATllH d2;Fg.3.ZQf5,J ./,llt olOX.2Qf5.11
JhITEI5.2ZDl iFIXI3J.lfIXI'tJ
FOflllATIIII.' ~IUNtJCR OF cON:;TRIIIP1S '" 'oIl"
I,' NU/illER Of VAlqAilLE~ - '.ibl










































































lines 3 to 4
Explanation of Data Input
Title of example
Structural para:meters kjm km, kr, kR.
kj = number of node points
km = number of elements
kr - number of restrained nodes
kR. = number of loaded nodes
Number of the restrained node and the restraint
for the X an~ Y directions (1 = restrained,
o = unconstrained)
.uo,
lines 5 to 11 : Node co-ordinates X, Y
lines 12 to 16




Element apices (anticlockwise order)
Loaded node number and the X and Y components of
load on the node
E (Youngs Modulus), v(Poisson's Ratio)
and the yield stresses cr , cr , cr
oxx oyy oxy
Statics matrix output control (1 = print [A],
o = suppress printout)
Linear Programming constraint output control











.10000+02 SIGXY _ .100~.10000+02 SIGYY =




















!IEST" " I rIT A Y
,I I
I I
J I !'I <.i
If :j,,\T/\ SET 1
,lei: or tJ1)iJ£ POII,TS
i[,1 or ELUILrn:;
"E" ur UOUIlDARY "ODFS






















.2~QOOO+06 HU - .3UOOO+OO slGXI -
I ~ 1'1: ')rlAl - 10; IIRA3 -,I'}; NeAl
':E:j T N9DES AIIEA
I 1 ;} 1 I.UJJOJIl
2 1 'I 3 1.5000J(;
J 3 'I S 1',00::1000 - '.
'I 'I 6 S 1,50U00U











t u,\T/\ SET 1
,l[,; uf fl)IJE POII.TS = l
·~E.( or ~LltlLflT~ = ~
.,[.1 or tJOUII04RY «ours = 2
.'\L1< ur L·JAUL.Ll ,'uDE~ = 2
I;)"IIY ;H',JES: tlULJE !/ESTIiAJrJT A Y (I=R£SI
I . I I
6 1 I
':: ClORU I;IA rES: flUDt x Y







::I[;,T tlU[JCs: ELt:::iE:-JT uoo r I ;wDE J NO;ll K
·1 1 ~ 2
2 1 q .3
3 3q 5
~ 1 6 'S
S S b l




.2u0600+06 NU = .JO~OU+UO siGXX = .10000.02 SIGYY = .100UO.02 SIGXY = .1001
1= l't: q~A2 = 10:. :IRA.> =·I<J: NCAI = 15: ;leAl '';1[,
dEr~ r N(lDES AII c: II
I I J 7 I.UJJOiJO
2 I 'I .1 1.500000
.> J 't S 1'.000000
_..
'I 't [, S I. SiJUOuU
5 5 [, 7 I.UOOOOO
